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ABSTRACT

This research aims to apply deterministic models in noribem Manitoba in order to
observe the ability and the appropriateness of the models in simulating moff in nonhem

Manitoba. The conceptual, deterministic models chosen for this research are the SLURP
model and the WATFLOOD model. The Sapochi River Basin in the Northern Study Area

of the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) is the river basin chosen as the
study area for this research. Archived data for 1994 and 1995 were used to calibrate and

ver,% the SLURP and WATFLOOD models in the Sapochi River Basin. The mode1 is
first calibrated with 1994 data and then verified with 1995 data. Furtherrnore, 1995 data

is used as a calibration year and 1994 data as the verification year. Finally, both models
are optimized on 1994 and 1995 together. The application of each model in the Sapochi

River Basin produced different results with the SLURP mode1 achieving a Nash and
Sutcliffe eficiency of 80% over 1994 and 1995. WATFLOOD produces about 70% for
1993 and 1995- Parameters associaîed with snowmelt and slow storage are the most

influencing parameters for S L W simulations, with the latter dominating summer and
fa11 mnoff. Parameters associated with the upper and lower zone, specifically the upper

zone specific retention, are the most influential on WATFLOOD simulation for this
region. T h e northern Boreal forest region is dominated by snowmelt and slow discharge

from interfiow. The research also indicates that the ASA concept from the SLüRP model
is more representative than the GRU concept in depicting the naturd condition of a

tatershed. One ASA was suficient to simulate runoff in SLURP adequately while a Skrn

x 5 km GRU was necessary in the WATFLOOD simulations.
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

Watenhed modeling is primariiy accomplished by two types of methods:
stochastic and deterministic. In providing information to hydrologists, a combination of
deteministic and stochastic approaches is proving to be very successful (Shaw, 1983).
Stochastic models incorporate probability in modeling and the input data is usually
historical data. They are convenient and can provide accurate predictions for a river

basin, but they rely on the assumption of ,-tionarity,

which is not always valid

Deterministic rnodels, on the other hand, seek to simulate the physical processes of a
watershed that transform rainfall or snowfall to Stream flow. In this transformation, a
deteministic model employs mathematical equations that describe the physical processa
in a watershed that lead to observed streamflow. Therefore, unlike stochastic models,

deterministic modek use watershed ch;iraderistics to model the hydrologicai processes in

a watershed.
For deterministic models, waîersheds may be modeled by using a Iurnped
approach in which watershed characteristics are averaged over the entire basin. Lurnped
approaches, however, are not conducive to accurately describing the behavior of a

wtershed. Alternatively, distributed approaches consider al1 the relevant watershed
characteristics that govem the behavior's response to a hydrological event ï h e response
of a watershed to a hydrological event is affected by the spatial variability of the input

(rain fall or snowfall), of the boundary conditions and wvatershed system chanictenstics,
and of the processes involved. Distributed approaches attempt to utilize the spatial

variability in a watershed to mode1 behavior, and therefore, they offer a more physically

based way of moàehng. Iiowever, rbey tend to require large arnounts of data that are
sometimes unavailable. in distributeci models, the role of Geographical Monnation
Systems (GTS)can be very useful. GIS is a cornputer system that is able to assemble,
store, mani pulate, and display geographically referenced information (USGS, 1997). The
data used by a GIS can l
x collected by either ground surveys or remote sensing. Remote

sensing is the most modem form of data acquisition ttxiay. Remote sensing is defined as
the acquisition and measurement of data or information on some properties of a
phenornenon, object, or matenal by a rewrding device without physical or intimate

contact with the features under surveillance. The techniques involve amassing knowledge
pertinent to environments by measuring force fields, electromagnetic radiation, or

acoustic energy employing cameras, radiometers and scanners, lasers, radio fiequency
receivers, radar systems, sonar, thermal devices, seismographs, magnetometers, and
gravimeters (NASA, 1998). It

fan

provide various data for hydrological modeling

purposes, including information o n vegetation, land use, snow

COVCT,

cloud cover,

elevation, land use, and temperature. There are several hydrological models that use
remote sensing and GIS. SLURP, WATFLOOD, HYDROTEL, and SHE models are
esamples. They use GIS and remotely sensed data to accurately represent watershed

conditions. GIS and remote sensing support the division of a watenhed into many submodeling units, each modeled separately, and the resulting outflow is routed dong a
predefined channel reach (Kite and Kouwen, 1992).
MiTe the approach to rnodeling the watershed characteristics is important, so too

is the form of the equations that mode1 the transformation process. The calculation

process in hydrological modeis can be classified into three types: black box, conceptual,

and physically based Black box models provide output for a giwn input using simple,
non-physically representative equations. Simple watershed parameters such as -off

coefficients are used in the tmnsfmation. Runoff processes are not physically explained
but they can be advantageous because the methods used are simple and use a minimum

amount of input data. Conceptual methods employ

simplified mathematical

representations of watershed processes that are more physically-based than the black-box
model. These models attemyt to explain clearly and somewhat simply, every process
occumng in the transformation fiom inputs such as rainfall and snow, into runoff.

Conceptual models require more watershed characteristic &ta than black box m d e l s .
The most complicated model, the physically based model, aîternpts to describe runoff

generation in the watershed with as much attention to physical detail as possible. They
tend to use very complicated mathematid equations to describe watershed behavior, and

therefore, tend to use many parameters and require a great deal of input dam

1.1 Deterministic Modeling in Nortbern Manitoba

Northem Manitoba has an abundance of natural resources and great diversity in
flora and fauna There are three large rivers in northern Manitoba: the Churchill River,

the Nelson River, and the Hayes River, which al1 flow into Hudson Bay. These rives and
the hundreds of lakes distributed throughout the region present a vast sounie of fiesh

water storaçe and a potential water resource for hydropower development. In 1975,
Manitoba Hydro started to exploit this resource by establishing the Kelsey Hydropower

Generation Station in the Nelson River. The exploitation was continued and several

generating stations were built for hydropower development. In the development of those

generating stations,stocimdc bydmlogicai models playcd an important role in modeling
riinoff behavior of norulem Manitoba Rivers. Until -y,

detcnninisîic models had

never been applied in northem Manitoba for simulating nmoff. Applying deterministic
models in northern Manitoba would be advantageous to water resources development.
Therefore, this research airns to apply deterministic models in northem Manitoba in order
to observe the ability and the appropriateness of the models in simulating runoff in the
region.
The conceptual, deterministic models chosen for this research are the SLUEU?
model and the WATFLOOD model. S L W was developed by Geoff Kite at the National

Hydrology Research Institute (NHRI), in Saskatchewan in 1975. WATFLOOD was
created by Nicholas Kouwen h m Civil Engineering at the University of Waterloo in
1972. SLURP and WATFLOOD were selected for this study for several reasons. The

first reason is that they are well adapted to using both remotely sensed &ta and groundtmth dam Diffexent fiom other distributed detcmiiniscic models such as SHE modcls,

SLURP and WATFLOOD are not very data intensive. They avoid large amounts of data
and computational time in simulating watershed behavior (Kite, 1997). In generd, botb

models only ne& surface physiographic data of a watershed and clirnate data that can be
obtained either corn remote sensing or ground surveys. There are not many watershed

parameters required for both models. Both models were developed for regions affected
by snowmelt and both have been successfully calibrateci and verified on other remote
cold regions in Canada.

The modeling approach used in this research will endeavor to be of a distributed

nature. However, due to tbe large number ofpmceses, inputs, boMdary coaditio11~.
and
system cha~acteristicsin the watmhed, distributeci approaches can becorne ver'

cumbersome and impractical. Facing these circumsiances, hydrologirn have developed
various methods for dividing the watershed into hydrological modeling units in order to
simplify the complexity of the data requirements, yet at the same time, sustain an

appropriate ievel of accuracy in the simulation results.
The literature contains severai sub-division concepts. One of the simplest is the
Hydrological Response Unit (HRU). Leavesley and Stanard (1990) defined the
Hydrological Response Unit (HRU) as a homogeneous area having a distinct
hydrological response. This area has a locally uniform hydrologie response to
meieoroiogical s h i i l i . The HRU maybe defined by land cover, by soi1 type, by dope, or
by any other characteristic that govems runoff response. In the application of a

hydrological mode1 to a watershed, for example, an HRU is sometimes identified as a

'sub-waîershed', which has panimaas having M i f m chancteristics. Other concepts
include the Grouped Response Unit (GRU) and the Aggregated Simulation Area (ASA).
Grouped Response Unit (GRU) is a special term introduced by Nicholas Kouwen in order

to describe watershed sub-division in the WATFLOOD hydrological moclel, while the
terni ASA is specially used by Geoff Kite to describe watershed subdivision in the

SLURP hydrological model. Detailed explanations of both concepts are presented in the
next chapter. Every type of hydrological modeling unit devised has advantages and
disadmntages but the subdivision of the watershed depends on the watenhed

characteristics, data availability, cornputer power, and the experiences of the modeler.

The issue of watershed subdivision is certainly a significant one in northem Manitoba

because of the Mique landscape t b t is fht and of a uniforni Boreal forest wver. By
applying several hydrological models, each with tkir own concept of wafer~hedsubdivision, it is possible to identifi the best watershed subdivision concept, and
h ydrological model, for watenhed simulation in northern Manitoba

The Sapochi River Basin in the Northem Study Area of the Boreal EcosystemAtmosphere Study (BOREAS) is the river basin chosen as the study area for this thesis.
The main reason for choosing this basin is that it is unregulated in northern Manitoba,
and there is a suficient database of information for SLURP and WATFLOOD

i mplementation.

1.2 Thesis Objectives

In general, the objectives of this thesis are:
a) To apply ihe SLURP and WATFLOOD hydrological models to the Sapochi River
Basin

b) To analyze and evaluate the application ptocess and thcoretid impkations of both
models.
c) To compare the results produced by SLURP and WATFLOOD in the Sapochi River

Basin.
d) To recommend the optimum Ievel of watershed sub-division in the study area

1.3 Thesis Organizatioa

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 contains a literature review. This
review is divided into two parts: the description of the SLURP hydrological model, and

the description of the WATFLOOD hydrological model. The description of the S L W

and WATFLOOD models will include an averview, conceptual teprescntation of the
watershed, nmoE processes in the model, infmation on the daîa requirernents, the
description of the model application, and the calibrotion process. Chapter 3 will present a
description of the research study area It contains an o v e ~ e w
of the BOREAS project,
the BOREAS

- Northem Study Area,

and the Sapochi River Basin. This section also

describes the physiographic, rneteorologici& and hydrometnc charactenstics of the

Sapochi River Basin. Chapter 4, as the core o f the thesis, is divided into three pans. The
first and second sub-sections report the individual applications of the SLURP and

WATFLOOD models to the Sapochi River Basin. These sub-sections capture the process
of watershed division, details of the application, results of the calibration and verification

processes, and assessrnent and discussion of the results. The third subsection provides a
cornparison and evaluation of the application of SLURP and WATFLOOD rnodels to the
Sapochi River Basin. Finally, conclusions derived fiom the research and analysis of the
application of the SLURP and WATFLOOD mode1 to the Sapochi River Basin, as well
as recommendaîions for possible future study are presented in Chapter 5. Tables and
Fi y r e s for each chapter are given in the back of the chapter. Appendices containing

detailed dimatology data are presented at the end of the thesis.

CHAPTER 2:

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter contains the descriptions of the hydrological models used in this
research. The S L W hydrological mode1 is described in Section 2.1, followed by a
description of the WATFLOOD model in Section 2.2.

2.1 SLURP Hydrological Model
SLURP is an acronym for Simple Lumped Reservoir Parametric and is a
hydrological model developed in 1978 by Geoff Kite at the National Hydrology Research
Institute in Saskatchewan (Kite, 1997). SLURP is a semidistributed conceptual
hydrdogical model. 1t was initially established for modeling meso-scale Canadian
watersheds as an aItemative to the use of larger and more complicated hydrological
models used in the past (Kite, 1978). The p r i q advantage of this model is that it is
well adaped IO using botb remotely seDsed data and ground truih data- SLURP i s also

able to simulate the behavior of a watershed continuously and avoids the data and
calculation excesses of other distributeci rnodels (Kite, 1997). The latest version of

SLURP, version 12, was developed in FORTRAN 90.

2.1.1 Conceptual Representation of \Vatershed by SLURP

In S L W , the watershed is divided into modeling units called Aggregated
Simulation Area (ASA). An ASA is the group of smaller areas that have known
properties. n e r e is no certain limitation to fom an ASA. The ASA does not have a

regular shape and is more usually based on stream network (Kite, 1997). Tkre is dso no
lirnit on ASA area and the modeler can create an ASA based on the watershed ami or

hydrometric station position by declaring the outlet of the waîershed or hydrometric

station position as the ouila of the ASA. The detemination of the ASAs cm be
undertaken by either Geographical Information System (GIS)software or by manual
delineation. In delineating the watershed, GIS software requires a Digital Elevation
Model (DEM). Figure 2.1 explains the presentatïon of watershed sub-division using the
ASA concept.

2.1.2 Vertical Water Balance in SLURP
Figure 2.2 displays a simplified system of the venical water balance that the
SLURP rnodel employs to each land cuver within each ASA. The system consists of four

non-linear storages, or tanks. They are the c u n o storage,
~
snow srorage, rapid storuge,
u~ul.slois.
sforuge.The vertical water balance in SLURP operates at daiiy time step.

2.13 Interception
The flow of operation for a paàcular ASA and land cuver is started by the main
mode1 input, precipitation. Precipitation in

SLURP is categorized into two forms, snow

and rainfall. If the mean temperature of the &y

is less than a critical temperature T c ,

then the precipitation is considered snowpack. Conversely, if the mean temperature of the
day is greater than T,,

the precipitation is assumed to be rainfall. A paxt of the

precipitation enten the fast storage tank and another part is retained in canopy storage as
interception. The amount of interception is formulated as follows (Spictlehouse, 1989):

where I is the interception (mm),

WI is the ldarea index, P is the precipitaticm (mm),

and A and B are coefficients. The mode1 initially sets A to I/(%)
LM,,

and sets B to 1.0.

is the maximum LeafArea Index

2.1.4 Evapotranspiration

Iniercepted water evaprates back to the atrnosphere and there are three different

methods that can be used in the S L W mode1 to compute evapotranspiration. Those
methods are the Complementary Relationship Areal Evaporation (CRAE) methoci, the
Granger method, and the Spittelhouse and Black method.
The CRAE method States that (Morton, 1983):

where E. is the actual evapotranspiration (mm), E, is the evaporation from the water
surface (mm), and E, is the Penman's potential evapotnuispiration (mm).

The Gmnger methoddetermines that (Granger, 1991):

where E. is the actual evapotranspiration (mm), s is the slope o f vapour pressure cuwe
(kPai°C), Rn is the net tadiation (mm eq.fday), Ev. is the relative evaporation

(dimensionless), y is the psychometric constant (0.066 kPd°C), and Pd is the drying
power (mm eq./day). The relative evaporation (Evr) is derived from the equation:

where e is the vapour pressure (kPa), and Er is the relaîive evapotranspiration (mm)
derived h m :

Pdis derived from:
(2.3~)

Pd = ~ , ( e , ' - e u )

where Fu is the wind speed funaion in (mm M a ) , e. is the actuai vapour pressure of air

&Pa), and e-.* is the saturated vapour pressure at the air temperature ( P a ) . Fu is d e ~ v e d
from:

I;; = (8.19+0.222,)+(1.16+0.08Z,)

(2.3d)

where & is an aerodynamic roughness (dm).

In t h e Spittelhouse and Black method (Spittelhouse, 19259) evapotranspiration is
computed using a function of plant transpiration. It is defined by:

where E
,,,,,

is the water limited transpiration rate (mm), Ed is the soil limited

transpiration rate m (mm), ar,-- is the Priestley-Taylor coefficient for water,

is the

Priestley-Taylor coefficient for soil, G is the soil heat flux (mm eq./&y).
Evapotranspiration is given by:

E = m i l cover x Es,[

+ crop cover x E

(2-6)

soilcover and cropcover are the relative area fractions of soil and crop cover,

respectively (%).

Research evaluating those three evapotranspiraîion methods in SLURP were

conducted in the Kootenay River Basin, a mountainous basin in British Columbia (Barr
et-all., 1997). Simulation tesults proâuced by those methods were evaluated against
recorded stream flow of the Kootenay River Basin between 1986and 1990. Results of the
research showed that the Spittelhouse/Black method gave the closest agreement between
recorded and simulated streamflow-

2.1.5 Snow Storage

The second tank of the SLURP vertical \vater balance mode1 describes processes
in the snow storage. If the daily mean temperature is below or equal to the cntical

temperature, the precipitation is considered as snowfall and accumulated to a snowpack.
If the mean temperature is above the cntical temperature, any snowpack is depleted to
snowmelt and the snowmelt flows verticaliy. SLURP offers two alternative methods in

calculating the snowmelt process. They are the simple DegreeDay method, and the
Snowmelt Runoff Model (SRM) method

The Degree-Day method states M t :
Sm= R,(T - 7'')

(2-7)

wher3 Sm is the mowmelt (mdd), RI is the daily snowmelt rate (mrn/dl°C), T is the
temperature (OC), and Tc, is the cnticai temperature (OC),
The Snowmelt Runoff Model (SRM) method (Maxtinec et. al., 1994):
Sn,= R,(T-Te)+&,

(2-8)

where R2 is the daily snowmelt rate of 2.0 mm/dayI0C, a is the conversion factor, and

Rn is the net radiation (MJ/mz/d).

2.1.6 Fast Storage

Water in this storage consists of water h m fast storage's initial content and water
fiom rainfall, throughfall fiom canopy storage, and snowpack infiltration. The rate of
infiltration of rainfàil and snowmelt to the fàst storage is given by:

where If is the infiltration rate (mrn/d), SI is the current contents of the fast storage (mm),

Srm. is the maximum capacity of the fast storage (mm), and If,

is the maximum

possible infiltration rate (mm/d). If the water supply from rainfall and snowpack is more

than If or if Sr is equai to Sr,,,

then the water is depleted to surface m o f f . The surface

ninoff is calculated based on Manning's equation as follows:

where Q,. is surface runoff (m3/d), Dr is the depth of depression storage (mm), D
, is

depression storage capacity (mm), S is the average overiand dope, A is the area of the

land cover, and n i s hiIanning7sroughness for the land mver. The fsst storage also
produces fast storage flow calculated as:

where Qr is the fast storage flow (mm/d), kt is the retention constant of fast storage (day),
Sr is the current contents of the fast storage (mm). The fast storage flow furthemore

splits into two components of flow, percolation and interflow. The calculation of
percolation is given by:

where Q, is the percolation (mmld), Qr is the fast storage flow (mm/d), S. is the cumnt
contents of the slow storage (mm), S
,

is the maximum capacity of the slow storage

(mm). The interflow, QLis descnbed as the difference between the fast storage flow and
the percolation flow and aven as:

Q, =Ql

-Qp

2.1.7 Slow Storage

The last tank of the SLURP vertical water balance model designates the process
of loundwater flow in the model. Like the fast storage calculations, groundwater flow is
calculated based on liner reservoir equation and given by:

where Q, is*e slow storeflow (dd), .L,i s t h e d o n constant of slow store (days),

and S, is the current contents of the slow store (mm).

2.1.8 Routing Within ASA

In the routing within an ASA process, ninoff From each land cover is routed to the
nearest stream and later routed down to the outlet of ASA. Data required in this process

are the mean and standard deviation of the distance between land cover and the nearest
stream, the mean distance between each point in the Stream and ASA'S outlet, and the
mean of the elevation of each land cover in the ASA. These data can be derived fiom a

digital elevation mode1 and land cover maps using Slurpview, the GIS extension of

SLURP (Fast, 1999a). in cornputhg davel timesforcach Jand «>ver, the caldations of a
velociiy for travel to-stream, and a velociiy for aavel dom-stream, are important
quantities. In SLURP, the travel time of flow in each land cover to the nearest stream is

computed by using the velocity formula fiom Manning's equation:

where V is the velocity (rnfs), n is the Manning's roughness, R is the hydraulic radius

(m), H is the average change in elevation in (m), and L is the average to-stream distance
(km). By using a similar equation, the travel time of each point in the Stream to the
ASA'S outlet can be calculated by wing the mean distance down-strearn and the change

in elevation down-stream. Those nvo travel times, to-stream and down-stream,

furtherrnore are summed and become the total travel time of the ASA. This total travel
time is used to analyze the relaîionship between nuioff fiom each land cover and time.

2.1-9 Routiag Sehveen ASA

Since the runoff from each land cover has been collected in the outlet of the ASA,
this flow will be routed into the next or lower A S A The final destination of flow in this

process i s the outlet of the basin. In SLURP,there are three methods to analyze flow
routing between ASAs. The simplest but leas1 accurate method is a hydrological storage
routing method. The formula for this method is:

where Qo is the outflow (m3/s),a and b are coefficients, and QI is the inflow (m3/s).

Another method that is also considered is the Muskingum method developed by
McCarthy in 1938 (Linsley,

a al.,

1958). This me-

uses two constants in its

calculation. The relative weight of inflow and ouîflow, X, is useà for calculating channel
storage, wvhile the time of bave1 dong the channel =ch, K, is employed for solving the
storage equation. The value of X varies behveen O to 0.5 and K is measwed in days.
Every ASA has a specific X and K value for routing flows fiom the ASA outlet to the
lower ASA. The basic equation of this method is:

where 0

2

is the oudlow at time 2 (m3/s), Ci, Ct9ChC4
are constants, 11 is the inflow at

time 1 (m3/s), II is the inflow at time 2 (m3h),and 0

1

is the outflow at tirne 1 (m'hl. CO,

Cl, C2,C3,CJare calculateci by using equations as follows:

where q, is the discharge per unit width at time 1 (m3/s/m),
q i is the discharge per unit
width at time 2 (m31sim),Ax is the channel length (m), and At is the time length (s).

The more sophisticated routing method, Muskingum-Cunge method, can be used

in case channel characteRsticssuch as channei length, change in elevaîion ofthe channel,
average channel width, channel depth and channel roughness are available. The main
equation of this method is the same as Muskingum ~outingmeuiod. However, in this
method the values of K and X are calculated using a specific formula. The storage

constant, K, is calculated as:

where Ax is the channel Iength (m), and c is the kinematic wave speed ( d s ) and
computed as:

where 9 is a constant that depends on the cross section shape and is sometimes assumed

to be 5/3 for rectangular channel, S is the bottom slope,

is a unit width reference

discharge, and r is the Mamiing roughms. Iac w e i g b g constanf X, in this method

tias value between O to 0.5 and calculateci as:

2.1.10 Data Requirements

The SLURP mode1 basically requires three groups of data. Those goups are

physiographic data, parametric data, and time series data (me.1997). Physiographic data

is the type of data that is related to the physical condition of the ASA in the watershed.

This data can be obtained from topographie and land cover maps. The examples of
physiographic data an (Tekiemariom, 1997):
ASA boundary and area
Land wver percentages in each ASA
Latitude and altitude of ASA
Stream network
Distance to the nearest Stream
Distance to the Stream network
Mean elevation of each land cover in the ASA
Difference in elevation between upstream and downstrearn points in the ASA
Weight for climatic station influence
Some of this data above can be acquifed h m satellite images.

The second group of data, parametric data, are constants that control the way the
mode1 transforms precipitation into runoff through processes such as evaporation,

in filtration, interception, and snowmelt. These coefficients and parameters are derived

from laboratory or field experiments. The pararneters and coefficient data in this mode1
are (Kite, 1997):
Interception coefficients, and maximum and minimum LeafArea index (LN)
Maximum capacities for the canopy and detention storage
Initial content of the snowpack and fâst and slow stores
Surface albedo and maximum soi1 heat flux
Snowmelt rates and energy conversion factors
Conductivity
Saturated infiltration rate
Roughness coefficient for land covers and channels in the ASA
Lapse rate for temperature and precipitatiodelevation adjustrnent rate
Parameters for specific evapotranspiration methods such as îhe winspeed fimction,
mil ting point, field capacity and Priestley-Taylor coefficient.
Time series data involves climatology data at a daily time step:

a) Daily mean temperature
b) Daily d e s p i n t temperature

c) Daily total precipitation
d) Daiiy net radiation
e) Daily hours of bright sunshine
f) Daily ratio of observed to maximum hours of bright sunshine

Finally, another type of data is the data achieved from the satellite such as daily
cloud cover, and snow wver daîa. However îhese satefite data are optional in SLURP
operations. It is neassary to note that for a calîbmtion, daily discharge data m u t be
provided.

2.1.1 1 Calibration of the Parameters

Calibration is generally a necessary step in accurate watenhed modeling. In order
to detemine what parameters shouid be calibrateci, a sensitivity analysis is required. The
goodness of fit

of the SLURP mode1 can be judged by statistical criteria. The testing the

goodness of fit of SLüRP in this thesis is undertaken using the Nash and Sutcliffe
eficiency method. The equation for the Nash and Sutcliffe et7iciency is (Nash and
SutclifTe, IWO):

observed flow (m3h),and q,

is the calculated flow in day i (m3/s).The perfect value of

this method is 100% meaning that the obsened flow and the calculated flow have the
same value for the entire simulation.

2.1.12 Presence in Literature

SLURP has been successfully employed in modeling several large and small rural

catchments in Canada. SLURP was implemented initially in the 7,219 km' area of
Kootenay River Basin in southeastem British Columbia (Kite, 1991). The S L W model,

calibrated for Kootenay basin, used daily data from January 1 to December 3 1, 1988. The
model was tested using îhree kinds of data In tbe f
h
ttcsS O*

grouad data was used

and without satellite data. In the second test, &îa used in the model were snow and cloud
data fiom NOANAVHRR satellite, while the third test only d snow data, derived

from satellite data. Verification was undertaken using daily data f?om 1 January 1989 to
3 1 JuIy 1989. The test showed that the best result was obtained when the simulation was

mn using satellite snow cover data It was also s h o w that using snow and cloud data
derived from satellite data did not produce good results. Simulations using ground data

produced even better results than others using snow and cloud data derived fiom satellite
data. It is important to note that for this model, snow course data did not improve the
output. The daily variation due to melt pattern, drifing snow, and location of snow

courses caused large fluctuations in computed runoff.
Another implementation of the

SLüRP model in the Kootenay River Basin is in

the area above Skookumchuck, a sub-basin of the Kootenay River Basin (Kite and

Kouwen, 1992). The main goal of the rrscarch was ?O obsave and compare the final
hydrograph result produced by the SLURP application using a lumped application and a

semi-distributed application. The classification of land cover in this research was
undenaken by using a Landsat multi spectral scanner (MSS)image. This classification
resulted in 3 types of land cover on the basin: bare ground, coniferous forests, and crop
and _mass type. AS As were designed based on the similariîy of area characteristics such

as slope, aspect, soi1 type, vegetation type, eievation, and vegetation distribution.
Computational elernents were derived in two different ways. The fim w a s by way of a
system and the second was by sub-basin. The result of the research showed that the

semi-distibuted model resulted in a better hydrograph than the lumped mode1 when

compared to the obscrved hyctrograph Otber advantages of using the serni-disaibutedmodel was that the model can be more easily calibrated to the physical catchent and
more easily transfemd to 0 t h b d n s that have known distribution of land classes. The
serni-distributed model c m also be used to investigate the change of watershed behavior
due to the change of watershed charactenstics. If compared to a fully disnibuted model,
computational and data requirements in semi distributed modei are much less and the
calibration process is much easier.
Research using data produced by general circulation models (GMCs) and the
SLURP hydrological model for a macro scale watershed application was conducted in the
Mackenzie River Basin. This basin is 1.6 x 106km' in area (Dalton et. dl., 1994) and was
divided into five ASAs. A 1-km resolution land cover data was deiveci from NOAA
AVHRR satellite imagery. The research was undertaken in three phases. The fint phase

involved deriving runoff for the Mackenzie River Basin from water balances of the

Canadian Climate Centre GCM II at appropriate grid points. The second phase involved
calibrating and veribing the SLURP model using 5 years of recorded climatology and

hydrometric data for the Mackenzie River Basin. The last phase used the climatological
outputs from CCC GCM II as distributed input data into SLURP. As the result,
generating
"

a hydrograph directly corn the CCC GCM II did not give any satiseing

simulation results. The ninoff hydrograph from rhis simulation was nearly twice that of
the observed hydrograph. The second phase of the research generated a good fit for the

calibrated model. The Nash and Sutcliffe criterion had a value of 0.9 1. The last phase
produced the best results. Compared with long term (1972-1990) mean monthly

streamflow at station 10LC014 on the Mackenzie River, this simulation produced the

minimum difference between calculaicd d observed hydrognphs. The -h

of

using GCM daîa in SLURP applications i n d i c d a great improvement over using only
the aggregate water excess h m GCMs in producing streamflow hydrographs. It also

confirmed the importance of having a realistic land phase model in Future applications.

SLURP is a deterministic model that aims to maximize the use of remotely sensed
data. The research for finding appropriate satellite data for estimating snow extent, snow

water equivalent, and vegetation index to support SLURP applications in large
watenheds

wais

undertaken by G.W. Kite at the National Hydrology Research irtstitute in

Saskatchewan (Kite, 1995). The application of SLURP in this research was undertaken as
a part of a study to investigate design floods using detailed precipitation data frorn the
Numerical Weather Prediction mode1 as inpu; to hydrological models. The upper
Columbia Watenhed with its 36,000 km2catchment had k e n chosen as the research area.
The watershed vas divided into 48 ASAs that have areas varying between 15 and 7300
km2,wiîh a mean area of 785 km2.Land cover data was derived fnmi Landsat MSS and

NOAA AVHRR satellite images. Eight Landsat MSS images were classified inîo six land
cover classes while there were 12 land classes obtained from NOAA AVHRR satellite

images. The authors recommended using NOAA AVHRR in estimating snow extent and
t h e DMSP S S M sensor for estimating snow water equivalent in the SLURP simulation

model- But no appropriate remotely sensed data that can determine the vegetation index
accurately could be ascertained. Based on that research, NDW (Nonnalized Di fference
Vegetation Index) data derived hom 1.1km resolution AMIRR &ta was not enough for
describing vegetation index in the entire watershed.

Stolte and van der Kiàmp (1999), proved that SLURP can be modified for specific

water resources management pirposes. They did research aimulg to apply SLWRP to
mal1 wvatersheds. S L W was used to simulate watcr level variation in the wetland area

in St. Dennis National Wetland Ares, Saskatchewan.The study area was wetland #50 and
its 3 hectare wide catchment area. SLURP, usually used for predicting flow in the river

basin, had been modified and used for predicting water level in the wetland. There is no
flow hydrograph produced in this case but

a relationship between water level and time as

the result of equations constructed by involving wetland surface geometry, water volume
and water level. Furthemore, the modified now S L W distinguishes between the

coefficient of saturated penneability of the fast storage for unfrozen and fiozen soils
while the original S L W considen those conditions to have sarne value of the
coefficient of saturated pemeabi l ity. Some parameten that were calibrated in this
application were the infiltration coefficient of the fast storage under unfrozen and hozen
conditions, slow storage water transfer coefficient$ maximum storage of the fast storage,
and maximum *rage

of slow storage. The gcnaal result of this m s x m h indiCates îhat

the model generates appropriate responses of the wetland water level due to variations in
intensity and time of rainfall. This resuIt indicates that the modified SLURP model has
the potential to be used for exploring the effect of climaîe change and land use change on

wetland resources in the future. The researchers suggested conducting more applications

of the modified SLLTRP model in different hydrologie conditions and different weîlands.
Most recently, SLüRP was implemented in the 21,000km2catchment of the
Upper Assiniboine River Basin (Saskatchewan Water, 1999). The study was undertaken
in order to evaluate the impact on the water resources in that area due to the changes in

the drainage system and bush clearing practices. The study area covers about 21,000 km2,
with 79% in eastern Saskaîchewan and the rest of the area is in western Manitoba The
study focuses on calibrating SLURP for 1990 conditions. The simulation mults will be

used to extend the relationship between wetland surface area and water storage volume to
the entire range of water bodies in the basin. The relationship will then be employed to
detennine the changes in storage in the basin between the 1950 and 1990. A Digital

Elevation Model (DEM) and land cover data are used The cdibration and verification
processes of the basin however are still continuing in order to find the best set of
parameters for Upper Assiniboine River Basin.

2.2 WATFLOOD Hydrologicrrl Model

The WATFLOOD modet, sornetimes called SPLS, was developed in 1972 by
Nicholas Kouwen at the Department of Civil Engineering, University of Waterloo,
Ontario (Kouwen, i498). The WATFLOOD modei is a physically based simulation

mode1 of watershed khavior established in FORTRAN77 for the IBM-PC.

WATFLOOD is an integrated set of cornputer prograrns to forecast flood flows for
watersheds having response times ranging from one how to several weeks. Continuous
simulation can be carried out by chaining up to 100 annual events. WATFLOOD uses
Grouped Response Units (GRU) to preserve the distributed nature of hydrologie and
meteorological variability in the watershed. Typically, WATFLOOD executes a 50,000
km' watershed with a 10 km grid, for a 1 year simulation in howly time steps. The

emphasis of the WATFLOOD system is on optimizing the use of remotely sensed data.

Radar rainfall data, and LANDSAT or SPOT landcover data GUI be directly incorporated

in the hydrologic modeling (Kouwen, 1998).

22.1 Conceptual Representatioa ofwatcrshed by WATFLOOD
Grouped Response Unit (GRU) is special term introduced by Nicholas Kouwen in
order to describe watershed sub-division in the WATFLOOD hydrologicat model. GRU
is the computational unit that is an element that may have a range of land cover

characteristics (Kouwen et. al., 1993). The element consists of pixels, each having unique
characteristics of land cover and physiographical data. The element size is usually limited
to uniform meteorological conditions. The element travel time must be considered smalt

if cornpared with the overall basin travel time or the duration of meteorological events
observed. There are certain limitations to forming a

GRU. The GRU

must be square

shape and the optimum area of the GRU varies with the time scale and the basin size. For
hourly event models, GRUs can have areas as small as 4% of the whole basin area for

large basins (> 3000 km2)and 100%of the basin area for s d l basins (400km2)(Tao
and Kouwen, 1989). f o r daily continuous models in a watershed of 10,000 km2, four or
five GRUs may be sufïicient (Kite and Kouwen, 1992). So far, the applications of GRUs

for distributed models have been applied successfully in the Kootenay River Basin and
the Columbia River Basin in Canada. Runoff in the GRU is generated by calculating
ninoff contributions from hydrologically unique land covers of esch pixel in the element
Identical hydrologic parameters are used for the same land cover of al1 elements in the

basin. In the GRU method, it is assumed that al1 pixels in the element nceive the same
hydrological stimuli but each pixel will respond to that stimulus uniquely. Based on that

circumstance, pixels in a GRU are grouped bas& on their land cover similarity. For

example, one GRU conrsiilc 25 pixeis thpt consist of 9 pixels of iand aver A, 10 pixels
of land cover B, 2 pixels of land cover C, and 4 pixels of land wver D. This means that
the element has 36%, 404/0, 8%- and 16% of land cover A, B, C,and D respectively. The
hydrological processes of each group are modeled identically. The hydrological response

of the GRU is detemined by the response of each group according to the percentage of
each group. Runoff proàuced is the sum of each group and routed to the Stream netwok
Routing is calculated separately by considering topopphical factors and land cover.
Figure 2.3 explains the presentation of watenhed subdivision using the GRU concept.

2.2-2 Vertical Water Balance in WATFLOOD

Fiyre 2.4 displays a sirnplified system of the vertical water balance that the

WATFLOOD mode1 employs to each land cover within each GRU. The system consists
of four areas of caicdation They are rhe armospheric area, s-face a r a und subsut$ace
area consisting of the upper zone and lower zone. The vertical waîer balance in

WATFLOOD operates at an houriy time step.

2.2.3. Evapotranspiration and Interception
Evapotranspiration rates in WATFLOOD are derived from a potential
evapotranspiration (PET)value. There are two rnethods recommended for calculating

PET: the Priestley-Taylor method and the Hargreaves method. The Priestley-Taylor
method is used \&en radiation data is available while the Hargreaves method is used

when only temperature data is available. For the Pnestley-Taylor equation, PET is

formulated as foliows (Priestleyand Taylor, 1972):

PET = d s T , XK, + L n )
0.+(sr,) l ~ , 5

where a i s a Priestley-Taylor coeficient, K,, is the short-wave radiation (energy/area/d),

L,,is the long-wave radiation (energyheald), sT. is the dope of the saturation-vapour
pressure versus temperature curve (kPd°C), y is the psychrometric constant (kPd°C), p
,

is the mass density of water (tlm3), and h is the latent heat of vaporization (kcalkg).
The Hargreaves method, on the other han& is actualiy an empincal formulation
with some modifications (Hargreaves and Samani, 1982). The equation is explained as:

PET = O.O075R,C,S,0.5-7'

(2.23)

where PET is the Hargreaves potential evapotranspiration (mdd),

R. is the total

incoming in the same units as evaporation (mm for WATFLOOD), Ct is a temperature
reduction coefficient, & is the difference between the mean monthly maximum and mean
monthly mmimum ~mipratmcs
(OF), and
(OF).

T is the mem .~cmpnitme
m the t h e step

The temperature reduction coefficient, Ct, is a function of relative humidity, W. (%),

that takes the form:

r

=

0.035(100 - w , )

C, =0.125

for w, 2 54%

(2.24)

for w, < 54%

(2.25)

The total incoming extraterrestrial solar radiation, R., can be derived from the empirical

equation as follows:

Ra = 15.392d,(wssin Osin 6 + cosqkos6sin w,)

where () is the latitude (degree), and d, is the relative distance between the earth and the
SUXI

given by:

where S is the solar declination (radians) defined by:

w, is the sunset hours angle (radians) given by
w, = arccos(-

tan 4 tan 6)

and J is the Mian day.

Once the value of PET is obtained, the actual evapotranspiration rate, AET, can
be calculated by using several equations involving Interception, ET. E T is basically a
function of PET. The relationship between both of them is given by:

[ET = fp,PET

(2.30)

where f,, is the evapotranspiraaon fàctor. This fanor is 1.00 during the precipitation
event but can mnge between 1.O and 4.0 after rainfàll cessation. Equatim (2.31) i s used

to calculate AET if the value of PET is less than IET. The equation takes the fom:

AET

= PET

(2.3 1)

This equation is also used for the parts of the watenhed that are water. If the PET is

more than ET,the formulation change to the equation is as follows:

/ET

= fp,2JdIUZSI((PET
- IET)

(2.32)

where UZSI is the upper zone storage indicator, fpa is the duction coefficient baseci on
the total number of degree-days, and ftii is the forest vegetation coefficient. UZSI can be
obtained by:
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SAT - P W

where UZS is the amount of soil moisture in the upper zone soi1 (mm), P W P is the

amount of soi1 moisture at permanent the wilting point (mm), and SAT is the arnount of

soi 1 moisture at a level of saturation (mm). The PWP can be estimated by:
PM T

= FFCAP

mm
FCAP

where FFCAP is the percent soil moimire at îhe permanent wilting point, RETN is the
upper zone specific retention (mm), and FCAP is the field capacity (mm). SAT can be

obtained by:
SA T = SPORE

RETN
FCAP

where SPORE is the percent soi1 moisture at the saturation point (%) and RETN ts the

ratio of the retention factor.
fCN is caiculated based on the total nwnber of degreedays (TTO) that are

accmulatedto explain the seasonal beating ofttit soi1 witb the M o n k i n g defined by
three other values. The TT0 value is used for determining the values of Tl, T2,and T3.
T l and T3 represent the lower and the upper limits of the relationship. T2 is set between

Tl and T3. In detail, the relationship between f*,

fpt2

=

(77'0- T I )

(T3- T I )

TTO, Tl, T I , and T3 is given by:

where fd is a function of vegetation type. The value of fu is recommended as

0.70 and 1.00 for tail vegetation and short vegetation, mspdvely. In case IET = O the
formulation of AET is given by:
AET = UZSIfw,&J'ET

(2-37)

2.2.4. Depression Storage

The runoff process is started by the process of rainfall water stored in depression
storage @,). The amount of water in the depression storage in WATFLOOD is calculated

as follo~vs:

where Sd is the surface detention storages (mm), Pe is the accurnulated rainfall excess

(mm), and k is constant. The ASCE Manual of Engineering Practice No. 37 for the
design of sanitary and stom sewers (Kouwen, 1997) gives typical values of Sd for
various surface type as follows:

-

ImpeMous Wrban Areas
Pervious Urban Areas
Smooth Cuhivated Land
Good Pasture
Forest Litter

=
=
=

-

1.25
3-00
1.30 - 3.00
5.00
8.00

2.2.5 Snowmelt

In WATFLOOD, snowmelt process is calculated using the temperature index
algorithm. The algorithm is given by following equation (Anderson, 1976):

M

=

i!417(T- TBASE)

(2.39)

where M is the daily snowmelt depth (mm), MF is the rate of melt per degree per unit

time or Meit Fanor (mmloC/hX T is tanpcraturr (OC),and T'BASE is the tcmpraaire at
which the snow begins to melt (OC).

2.2.6 Surface Runoff

When the depression storage is full, the excess rainfall will become surface

runoff. In WATFLOOD, the discharge of surface m o f f or overland flow is calculated by
using Manning's formula and takes the form:

where Q is the channel flow (m3/s), D is the depth of water in the soi1 surface (mm), D
,

is the depression storage capacity (mm), S is the square r w t of average overland slope, A
is the area of the basin element (m'), and & is the combined roughness and channel

f en@

parameter.

22.7 Infiltration
Water that is stored in depression storage, some surface moff and some rainfall,
wi11 together flow vertically and become infiltration water. The infiltration process is one
of the most important processes in hydrologie modeling due to its role in runoff
calculation. In WATFLOOD, the infiltration rate is calcdated by using Phillip's equation
( 1954) as:

where F is total depth of infiltrated water (mm), t is time (s), K. is saturated conductivity

(mm/s), m is moishlrr content (mm), aq is initial moistuje comcnt (mm), D
, is the
depression storage capacity (mm), and C is capillary potential at the wettkg fhmt (mm).

Some infiltrated water is fiilling the upper mne norage (UZS) and the other @on

is

exfiltrated to nearby watercourses and called interflow (QMT), or percolate downward
into the lower zone. In WATFLOOD, interflow is calculated as follows:

QNT

= RECxUZS

(2-42)

where REC is the interflow coefficient that m o t be predicted and can only be obtained
by optirnization. Water that percolates into the lower zone is called upper zone drainage

(DFWG) and calculated by:
DRNG = AK2 (UZS - M7N)

(2.43)

where AKz is an intermediate zone resistence parameter and RETN is the specific
retention of the soi1 in upper zone. Both of these parameters are optimized parameters.

22.8 Base Flow

The last cornponent of the mnoff is base flow. Base flow in WATFLOOD is
considered lower zone discharge. Base flow is calculated as:
QLZ = LZF

x

~25~""

(2.44)

where QLZ is the base flow (mm/d), LZF is the lower zone drainage function parameter,

LZS is the lower zone storage (mm), and PWR is the lower zone drainage exponent. The
initial base blow is determined from hydrograph rneasurements at the basin outlet. Since
the base flow has been calculated, the total runoff of the basin can be calculated by

adding the surface runoff,the interflow, and the base flow. This flow is later added to the
channe1 inflow oftbe dowastreambasin element.

2.2.9 Routing Model

Routing in WATFLOOD is undertaken using a storage routing method. This
simple mode1 is chosen because it produces roughly the same accurate forecasting as
other more sophisticated models in the application. In fact, resulting differences between
routing methods may well be smaller than the differences due to the data variation
(PoncheJ991). Using different methods o f routing may change the time travel in the

hourly basis. This condition will not significantly affect the daily average runoff as the
result of WATFLOOD simulations. Simple routing minimizes calculations and uses river

cross section, and profile data. The rnethod i s the straightfoward application of the
continuity equation given by:

where 81 and 4 are i d o w to the readi mnsïsting of overiand flow, interfiow, .base flow,
and channel flow from al1 contributing basin elements (m3h), 0

1

and O2are outflow

from the reach (m3/s), S2 and SIare storage in the reach (m3), and dt is the time step of
the routing. The subscnpts 1 and 2 indicate the quantities at the begiming and at the end

of the time step. The relationship between flow and storage is explained by Manning's
formula:

Where Q is the flow (m3k),
a is the cbannel roughness parameter, AX is the channel
cross section axa that is relateci to storagc by dividing the storage by the cbannel length

(m), and S, is the channel dope.

2.2.10 Daia Requirements

For conducting wateahed simulations using WATFLOOD, three groups of data
have to be prepared and organized into files, each with a specific extension. ï h e fint

goup of data, watershed physiographic data, can be derived From either remotely sensed
data or ground truth data. Data derivation is undertaken in the program called Maputil.
Files included in the group of watershed physiographic data are:
a) <Basin name.MAP> contains al1 the watershed &ta in a grid format;
b) asin in na me.^^^> is a conversion of the MAP file that cm be read by
W A T F ~ O Dfor watenhed simulations.

The second gtoup of data, watershed parametric data, contains WATFLOOD
parameters, and the location of climate and hydrometric stations on the watershd The
files ofwatenhed parameîric data are presented in following mamer:

a) <Basin-name.PAR> contains al1 the parameters for WATFLOOD;
b) <Basin-name.SDC> contains the snowcover depletion curves for each land cover
cl ass:
c) 43asin narne.DAT> contains a table of climatic monthly evaporation;
d) < ~ a s i n n a m e . s ~contains
~>
the coordinates for the hydrometric stations, resewoin,
and lake outlet location;
e) <Basin-name.RAG> contains the coordinates for the precipitation, snow course, and
temperature stations;
f ) <calmet.PAR> is a parameter file for radar data d i bration program;
g) <weight.PAR> is a parameter file for radar and min gauge calibration program.
The third group of data is the time series data. The interval of data measurement

can be daily, hourly, or any other intenta1 detemined by the modeler such as 4-hour and

6-hour intervals. As in the previous group of da@ time senes data are dso specified in
the specific Nes. They are:
< h itia
<Initia
<Initia
<Initia
<Initia
<Initia
<initia
<Initia
<Initia

late-of sirnulation.RAG>, is the rain gauge data file;
iate-of simulation.STR>, is the streamflow data file;
late-of simulation.RED, is the resemoir release file;
iate-of simulation.SNW>, is the snow data file;
late-of simulation.MET>, is the precipitation file;
late-of simulation.SCN>, is the radar file;
late-of simulation-CLP, is the Clutter data file;
iate-of simulation.TAG>, is the point temperature &ta file;
ate-of simulationTEM>, is the grid temperature data file.

It is necessary to note that not al1 of this data has to be available. In the case that radar
precipitation data do not exist, the simulation can still be undertaken by using min gauge
data.

The event file, specified as Qnitial-date-of

s i m u 1 a t i o n . E ~ .is one type of file

that has to be established before w n i n g the simulation. The event file contains a list of
al1 the files that relate to a specific event. Al1 WATFLOOD p r o p r n s refer to this file to

determine which fdes are active- This file organizes al1 files related to the d n g of
WATFLOOD.
Like in SLURP, the waîershed simulation process in WATnOOD is essentiaily a
water balance process where precipitation, evaporation, infiltration, surface and

subsurface ninoff, and snow storage are functions of the ninoff process.

2.2.1 1 Calibratioa of the Parameters

The calibration process in WATFLOOD is undertaken by optimizing the

parameters. A sensitivity analysis is required in order to determine what panuneters
should be calibrated. Statistical criteria are used to test the goodness of fit of the

WATFLOOD model. Testing the goodness of fit of WATFLOOD in this thesis is

undertaken using the Nash and Suiclfi efficieocy meîhod.

2.2.12 Presence in Literature

Like the SLURP model, WATFLOOD has k e n employed successfully in
modeling several catchments in Canada. WATFLOOD was used by The University of
Waterloo in a series of collaborative studies held by Numencd Prediction Research

(RPN) of Atmospheric Environment Service of Environment Canada, the National Water

Research lnstitute (NHRI) and the Atmospheric Dynarnics Corporation

(AM=)to test a

new generation of high-resolution models for simulating and forecasting precipitation and
runoff (Kouwen, 1998). In this research WATFLOOD was used as a hydrologie rnodel
for flood forecasting for a major portion of the Columbia River Basin in British

Columbia. The general objective of this study was to validate both the numerical weather
data generated by RPN and ADC as well as the WATFLOOD system itself

Meteorological data used for WATFLOOD simulations in t h i s study were distriiuted
precipitation and temperature time sequences data generaîed by several meteorological
models. The data was divided into two periods. The fint period, fiom April 1 to August
31, 1983, was generated with Atmospheric Dynarnics Corporation's High-resolution
Variational Model. The second period was fiom April 1 to August 3 1, 1990 and modeled

with Recherche en Prewsion N w q u e ' s Regional Finite Element Model (RFE) and the

newer Mesoscale Compressible Community Model (MC2). The results of the study
showed that WATFLOOD is adequate in simdating the basin. Except for a few

streamflow stations, the computed flows produced by WATFLOOD matched the

observeci flows well (Kouwen, 1998).
Additional mearch aimed to apply the Gro@

Response Unit in prediaing

\vater behavior in a wetland region (Pietroniro, et-all,19%). Several river basins such as
Jean-Marie River, Martin River, and Birch River were chosen as study sites for this
research. The model was calibrated for the basins using daily data for year 1989 and
validated by using daily data for the years 1990 and 1991. Validation t e N of the research
indicated that the parameters set by WATFLOOD had several deficiencies for

applications in cold regions that are northem and wetlands. The problem of the
limitations of sparse data networks of the study area was highlighted.
In another implementation, the WATFLOOD mode1 was used to model extreme

f i 4 conditions in the Columbia River Basin (Luo,et-al., 1998). The main goal of the
research \asto compare the use of distributed applications and lumped applications in
esplonng historical floods and extreme floods such as the Probable Maximum Flood

(PMF) for dam d e t y . The simulation nsults of two iiydro1ogica.i models: The SSARR
mode1 and the

UBC Watenhed mode1 were used for cornparison in this study.

WATFLOOD \vas calibrated and validated with the 1972 - 1994 streamflow data fiom
32 tributaries over the Columbia River Basin. The results of the cornpanson

demonstrated that the WATFLOOD model is more advantageous in assembhg basinrelated physical information, displaying spatial wrîability of the meteorological input

data and runoff routing process, and reflecting more extreme flood characteristics in the
model calibration.

WATFLOOD was involved in BOREAS project h m 1993 to 1996 (Soulis et-al.,
1997). In this project WATFLOOD was chosen by the BOREAS Hydrology Group - 09

for simulahg the spacedme distribution of the snow and subsequent meltwater within
the Southeni Study Area (SSA) and Northem Snidy Area (NSA). Streamflow data for
1994 to 1996 was used to calibrate 2nd validate WATFLOOD in this study.

Meteorological data was obtained fiom the BOREAS meteorological stations distributed
in the area. Ground cover data were denved fiom ciassified LandSat imagery. Eight

watersheds, three in NSA and five in SSA, were modeled by WATFLOOD. The initial
conditions were defined fiom previous meterological data, snow course data, snow cover
extent from remote sensing and, indirectly, fiom strearnflow. Very good hydrograph fits
were produced in by WATFLOOD for al1 of the stations. The effects o f initial errors in
predicting initial storages decreased over t h e .

CIiAPTER 3:

STUDY AREA BACKGROUND

This chapter presents a description of the study ares used in this research. The
meteorological parameters, watershed parameters, and hydrometric parameten of the

Sapochi River Basin are presented in the last part of the chapter.

3.1 Overview of the Sapochi River Basin

The

Boreal

Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) is a

large-scak

international interdisciplinary experiment in the northem boreal forests of Canada.
BOREAS focuses on investigations of the exchanges of radiative energy, sensible heat,
water, COz and trace gases between the boreal forest and the lower atmosphere. The main

goal of BOREAS is to collect data in order to support modeling of the important

processes controlling these exchanges and to support scienîists in anticipating the effects

af global change. The BOREAS study areasare &e Northern Study Area (NSA) and the
Southern Study Area (SSA). The Sapochi River Basin geographically is located in the

BOREAS - NSA area (see Figure 3.1).
NSA is an area of 8,000 square km, located between Thompson Manitoba and

Nelson House Manitoba. The area is bordered by longitude and latitude coordinates 98.82 and 56.247 NW; -97.24 and 56.081 NE; -97.49 and 55.377 SE; and -99.05 and

55.540 SW, respectively. Al1 of the NSA is forested with no population or agriculture.

The NSA represents the extreme northem b o r d forest type. The terrain is mild
with a small number of lakes. Black spruce is the dominant vegetation in the NSA. It

occurs in stands of varying density such as in bogs. drier lichen and occasional rock
outcrops. 'The forest can be categorkd as mature forest indicaîed by some trees aging

more than 100 years old. The tree heights vary fiom small black s p n r e in bog areas to
1Sm high -S.

Aspen occurs only in very m a l t patcha (BOREAS, 1999). The sirrface

topography of the NSA is flat with abundant wetlands. There are bare rock outcrops on
the top of hills and some areas of discontinuous permafiod. Pre-Carnbnan gneissic

granite that has been glacially polished is the dominant underlying bedrock. Generally,
drainage of much of the area is poor. The two main nvers in this area are the Sapochi and
Odei Riven with several significant tributaries. There are some large lakes (2x15 km') to
the north and northwest of the area.

The climate type is mid-continental and the average annual precipitation is
between 4 10 and 500mm,mith 120 to 160 days of precipitation. About two thirds of them

fall between April and September. The month of July, with 93.1 mm of total
precipitation, is the month that has the highest total precipitation. The lowest total
precipitation occurs in the month of Februy, with 9.7 mm of total precipitation
(Environment Canada, 1982). The temperatures range from about 5" C to 21" C and -26

OC

to -8 OC in the summer and winter, respectively. The average of the highest

temperature is 19.4

O

C occurring in the month of July and the lowest is -24.7

O

C

occurring in the month of January. Approximately 90 days of the year are fiost-free days
in the area (Soulis, etal, 1997).

Five primary meteorological stations in the NSA are:
a) Beaver Pond (NSA-BP), a flux tower on a small lake;
b) Fen (NSA-Fen), a flu.. tower in a swampy wetland ara;
c) Old Black Spnice (NSA-OBS), a flux tower in an area of old growth black spruce
(wet

soil);

d) Old Jack Pine (NSA-OP), a flux tower in an area of old Jack Pine (dry soil);
e) Young Jack Pine (NSA-YJP), a flux tower in an ana of young Jack Pine (dry soil).

With these stations, several supplementary sites are also supported in the NSA They are:

a) BOREAS Operations (NSA-Ops) at the T h o m p n Airport;
b) Upland Black S p c e (NSA-UBS) a canopy access tower in a mal1 stand of spruce;
c) Old Aspen (NSA-OA) -- Canopy access tower in a large stand of old Aspen trees.
3.2 Watershed Physiographic and Parameter Data

The Sapochi River Basin is tocated about 40 km from Thompson Manitoba in the
northwest direction. The Sapochi River is an intermittent river with about 32 km of main

streamfiow and a drainage area of 444.11 km'. It flows in the Northeast direction and
ends in the Odei River. The Sapochi River basin cover purely consists of boreal forest

area and is an unregulated basin. The basin is flat near the downstream end and has many
wetlands in the upstrearn. Due to this topographie condition, the Sapochi River Basin

drainage system is poor. As a part of the NSA area, the Sapochi River Basin has land
cover consisting of boreal forest and land that is dominated by bog and marsh Gray

Luvisol type ofsoi1 is the most dominantsoi1 type on that ama. The @minant

species

is black spruce scattered in stands of irregular density. It occurs in bop, drier lichen
covered sites and occasional rock outcrops. There are some jack pine stands in the

Sapochi River Basin.

Watershed physiographic data available on Sapochi River Basin include a digital
elevation mode1 (DEM) map and land cover map. The DEM, created by Hm-O8team,
were produced from digitized contours at a cell resolution of 100 meters. Vector contours

of the area were used as input to a software package that interpolates between contours to
create a DEM representing the terrain surface. The vector contours have a contour

interval of 7.62 m. The &ta cover for the BOREAS NSA is aven in a U T 'map
projection The data are stored in biiuuy, image f o m t files and were obtained from the
BOREAS web site on the internet.

The land cover map was developed as part of a multitemporal 1-km AVHRR land
cover analysis approach. The land cover classification was derived by using regional field
observations from ground and low-level aircrafi transits. The data are stored in binary,
image format files.
Some of the wvatenhed parameters for the Sapochi River Basin in this thesis are
obtained from the typical parameters values for different land cover types given in the

SLURP hydrological mode1 manual and others are deterrnined in the calibration process.
Typical parameter values are presented in Table 3.1.

3.3 Meteorological Data

The snow cover season in the Sapochi River Basin is 160 to 200 days a y--

Summer is approximately 40 to 80 days witb 1800 to 2000 hours of bright sunshine. The
Sapochi River Basin is rnonitored by all of NSA's meteorological measurement sites

escept for the Beaver Pond site. Data supplied by the sites were collected between 1993
and 1996 and are classified into meteorological data and radiation data. The data were

provided in 15-minute or 1-hour intervals of measurement and can be accessed fiom the
BOREAS web site in the interne In this research, data is managed at a daily time-step.
The types of data are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Temperature data
Surface pressure data
Relative humidity data
Wind speed data

e)
f)
g)
h)

Rainfall data
Snowdepth data
Radiation data
Soi1 temperature data

The meteorology &ta obtained fiom the Old Black Spnice (OBS) site (see Figure 32) is
the most representahve data of the Sapochi River Basin due to the position of the station

in the basin. Therefore, the meteorology &ta used in this research are mostly taken fiom
this station.

3.4 Hydrometric Data

The streamflow of the Sapochi River Basin is measured by three hydrometric
stations. They are NW1, NW2, and NW3 stream gauge stations. The NWI station, also
called Sapochi (OSTFOOS) station, is located at the Highway 391 bridge with coordinates
55O54'26" N of latitude and 98O29'40" W of longitude. The station captures a 433 km2

drainage a m of the Sapochi River. The NW2 station is located at latitude 55O54'55" N

and longitude 98O3 1'39" W . It measures s i r d o w fiom a 35 km2 drainage a m of the
of Sapochi River and the NW3 station monitors a 31 km2 drainage area The latitude

coordinate of the NW3 station is 5S055'01" N and the longitude is 98'22'32" W.
Streamflow data of the three stations is stored in the HYDAT CD-ROM produced and
distributed by Environment Canada. The data used are daily and range between year 1993
and 1998.
Due to the limitations of the climate data collection periods, watershed

simulau'ons in ihis research are only unâenaken for the p a r of 1994 and 1995. The
streamflow data used for calibration in this research is NWI station data for 1994. The
streamflow daily data of 1995 is used for verification purposes. The use of streamflow
47

daily data of 1995 for calibration purposes is also undertaken in order to compare results

between calibrations conducted in 1995 and 1994.
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Figure 3.1 BOREAS Northern S t ~ d yArea (NSA) (Derived from the BOREAS Website)

Figure 3.2 Hydrometiic and Cllrnatology Stations In the Sapochi River Basin
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CHAPTER 4:

APPLICATION OF TEE MODELS

This chapter consists of three sections. The first section r e p o ~ the
s applicarion of
the SLURP model to the Sapochi River Basin. The second section reports the application

of the WATFLOOD model to the same river basin. The third section discusses a

cornparison and evaluation of the application of SLLJRP and WATFLOOD models in the

Sapochi River Basin.

4.1 SLURP Mode1 Application in the Sapochi River Basin
4.1.1 Data Preparation

The first step in preparing data for the basin is to derive the physiographic data
from topographical and iandcover maps. In this thesis, physiographic data derivation is
conducted by using a digital elevation mode1 and a landcover map. Both are managed by

Slurpview (Fast, 1999b), an extension ofîhe ArcView GIS software.
The second step in data preparation is to estimate the m&l

parametea. The

mode1 parameters control the way in which the model transforms precipitation into runoff
through processes such as interception, infiltration and snowmelt. These input data,

together nith physiographic data, are later saved in the command file. The comrnand file

c m be updated each time the user runs SLURP. An example of the command file
developed for the Sapochi River Basin is s h o w in Figure 4.1.
The fint line in the command file explains that the SLURP model is nui for one

ASA with two landcover types for the period of Apnl to October 1994. The

following chaniaers define a series of r
u wntrol options. The evaporation method and
the type of model output are included in this part Line two defuies the ASA's parameten

and landcover percmtages. Line t

h specifies the ASA's

properties such as canopy and

snowmelt rates. Line four and line five contain data for within ASA routing of each
landcover type. Line six consists of data reiated to the between ASA routing Line seven
accommodates data for evapotranspiration calcuiations, and line eight consists of Leaf
Area Index (LAI) data for certain types of land cover. Line nine and line ten have the
same function as line seven and line eight, respectively.

The next record, line 11 to line

4 1, specifi the watershed parameters used in SLURP.

For the S L W application in the Sapochi River Basin, the comrnand file was

developed using the Slurpview command file editm with initiai data described as foilows:
2.

Date selection (fiom sample data)

First year
Last year
( First rnonth
Last Month
2.

1994
1994

1
1

April
October

SLURP data option (fiom sarnple data)

! Running option

' Evapotranspiration model options
Evaporation data options 1
j Evaporation data options 2

Simulation
Spittelhouse/Black
Relative humidity data
Radiation data

3. ASA attri butes (generated by SlurpView)

1 ASA area (km2)
I Mean latitude

Mean elevation (m)
Lapse rate (OC/100m)

444.12
56.40
261.51
O. 75

t

1

1

1 Rate o f change o f precipitation

1

1 with elevation (W100m)

5.00

1

4. Laadcover percentiges of ASA (generated by SlurpView)
i

1
2
5-60
96.40

fC o f ASA

of Landcover
Impervious (96)
1 Forest (%)
#

5. Properties o f canopy and snow melt rates (fiom sarnple data)

1 Impewious /
Canopy capacity (mm)
I No of snowmelt Januarv
/ No of snowmelt July
Interception coeRcient A
Interception coefficient B
d

1

O. 10
8.00
0.70
1.O0
1 .O0

1

Forest
10.00
8.00

f

1

0.70
1 .O0
1 .O0

1

6. Leaf Area Index (LAI) data (from sarnple data)

Month
l

I
l

1

January
Febniary
March
April

!

May

1

June
J uly
August
September
October
November
Decernber

- -

--

Impervious

Forest

0.00
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.40
0.40

0.20
0.30
1.50
1-50

1.80
2.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
0.30
0.20

- -

0.30
0.20

7. Surface and snow albedo and properties of soi1 heat fiux (from sample data)

1

Surface al bedo
Max snow albedo
Min snow albedo
Date of peak flux
Max heat flu

j Lmpervious
0.05
O. 80
0.40

1

August I

O. 10

1

Forest
O. 10
O. 80
0.40

Aup;ust 1
O. 10

1

,

8. Evaporation data (fiom SLURP Manual)
I

11

1

Forest

I

p

FC
Alpha water
Alpha soi1
Beta

i

0.50
1 .O0

0.50
1.O0

1.26
15.00

1.00

12.00

9. Model parameters (fiom sample data)
t

t

Initial contents of snow store (mm)
Initial contents of slow store (%)
Maximum infiltration rate (mdd)
Manning roughness
i Retent. constant for fast store (d)
f Max. ca~acitvof fast store (mm')
! Retent. constant for slow store (d)
Max.capacity of fast slow (mm)
i Precipitation factor
Raidsnow division temp. ( O C)
1

1

1

!
I

Impervious
105.00 i
0.00
60.00
0.02
1 7.00
200.00
3000.00 1
150.00
1 .O0
0.00

Forest
105.00
0.00

60.00
0.02
17.00
200.00
3000.00
150.00
1 .O0
0.00

4

i

10. Data for within ASA routing (generated by SlurpView)

Forest

ImpeMous

I

I

b

1

Mean elevation (m)
To-stream mean (km)
STD to-meam mean
1 Mean d H (m)
Down-stream mean (km)
i STD down-stream mean
Mean di (m)

;

1

261.00
1.558
1.314

2.00
18.83
8.015
18.00

261.O0
1.63

1

I

1.162
2.00
19.73

8.939
18.00

11. Rou ting, diversion and intervension (from sample data)

/ Route to which ASA?
j Routing method
i Output from ASA 1?
1s there anv flow data?

1

Outlet
Muskingum
Yes
Yes

1

12. Data for channel routing (generated by SlurpView)

1 Weighting constant, x
I Travel tirne, K
Average channel width (m)
- Average channel depth (m)

0.15
1.00
20.00
2.00

Once the command file is developed, the next step in data preparation is to prepare the
climate data. Climate data must be fonnaîied into S L W data format and saved into a
certain file format with specific extension The operation of SLURP in this research is

undertaken using selected climate data as foliows: <Sapochi.pcp for daily precipitation,
<Sapochi.tav> for daily average temperature, ~Sapochi.
rhu> for daily relative humidity,
and <Sapochi.net> for net radiation. Appendices 1 through 4 illustrate the precipitation
data, temperature data, relative humidity data, and net radiation data used in the Sapochi

River Basin. Appendix 5 also shows an example of the SLURP climate data.

4.13 Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity d y s i s is m

m in order to m
-

the d u e n c e of cach

mode1 parameter on hydrograph simulation. The sensitivity analysis of the

SLURP

parameters is undertaken on 12 parameters. The b a i s of comparison (BOC) is the
hydrograph resulting from a simulation using example values of mode1 parameten shown
in section 4.1.1. The investigation is undertaken by observinç the change of the simulated

hydrograph when increasing or decreasing the values of parameters by 5% increments.

The object of comparison in this sensitivity analysis is the discharge rate of the simulated

hyàrograph. Data used in the sensitivity analysis is the data collected for May 1994.

Table 4.1 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis. Results shows that the

initial content af snow store, the maximum qmcity o f slow store, the precipiîaîion
factor, the maximum capacity of cauopy store, and the interception coefficient are the
most influentid parameters in the SLURP simulation. Every 5% change in these
parameters affects the discharge average by 6.53%, 2.36%- 2.14%- 1.04%- and 5.37%,
respectively. Manning's roughness is the least sensitive parameter in the analysis. The
category of sensitivity in this analysis is divided into two categories, high and low
sensitivity. The parameters are considered to have a high sensitivity if their change of
discharge rate per 5% is more than 0.5%. This was an arbitrary decision based on the
relative di fferences in the average change.

4.1.3 Calibration and Verification

Archived data for 1994 and 1995 were used to calibrate and v e n e the SLüRP
mode1 in the Sapochi River Basin. The basin has

been applied as one ASA for initial

calibmtion and validation The rnodel is fkst dihaîcd witb 1994 data and then verified
with 1995 data. Furthemore, 1995 data will be used as a caiibration year and 1994 data
as the verifkation year. The calibration is conducted by trial and error. The calibration
parameters are changed manually to find the maximum value of Nash and Sutcliffe (NS)
efficiency for the model. This was necessary because the optimization method provided
with SLURP tended to force the mean computed discharge value to be equal to the mean

recorded computed value regardless of the shape of the computed hydrograph. Table 4.2
shows the total volumes of precipiwion, moff, and losses for al1 of the simulation in
this thesis.

The results of the first calibration are given in Figure 4.2, which compares the

caldated hydrograph and the observeci hydmgrapb The maximum efficiency obtained
was 91.4%. There is an agreement on the timing and peak flow betwem the two

hydrographs mainly in the spring season. The calculated peak discharge is 16.069 m3h
and the observed peak discharge is 16.900 m3/s. The difference between the calculated
and observed discharge average is 0.370 m3/s. Using the same set of parameters, the

model was verifled on 1995 data and a cornparison between the calculated hydrograph
and the observed hydrograph is shown in Figure 4.3. The resutt produced a Nash and
Sutcllife efficiency of-] 48.0% indicated by the lack of agreement on the timing and peak
flow bemreen two hydrographs in the spring and in the fa11 season. The calculated peak

discharse is 27.155 m3/s and the observed peak discharge is 9.500 m3k. The difference
between the calculated and obsenred discharge average is 2.3 12 m3/s. Based on this, this
set of parameters can not necessarily be recommended as standard parameten for

simulating nuioff in the Sapochi River Basin The set of parameters used for the &t

calibrati on is given in Table 43.
The model was then calibrated on 1995 data Figure 4.4 shows the calculated

hydrograph using the new calibrated parameter set and the observed hydrograph. The
maximum NS value achieved in 1995 was 85.9%. The difference between the spring time
computed and observed peak is about 15 days and this is quite significant. The calculated
peak discharge is 8.667 m3/s and the observed peak discharge is 9.500 m3/s. The

difference between the calculated and observed discharge average is 0.007 m3is. Mode1
validation is camed out again by implementing the 1995 calibrated parameters on the
1994 data set. This resulted in an NS value of 3 1.1%. Although the difference in time to

Peak is not significant between the two hydrographs, peak flows in the spring season

fiom those hydrographs show a lack of agreement. The caicuiated Peak dischrge is
4.642 m3h and the obscrved pealr discharge is 16.900 m3/s. the difference betwcen the

calculated and obxrved discharge average is 0.934 m3/s. Again the caliïbmted paiamctm

of 1995 are not considered as standard parameten the Sapochi River Basin. Figure 4.5
shows the calculated hydrograph using 1995 calibrated parameter set and the observed
hydrograph from the Sapochi River Basin in 1994. The set of parameter used for the

second calibration process is given in Table 4.4.
An effort wvas made to find the best set of parameters that would result in a good

NS value for both 1994 and 1995. By considering both &ta sets in a calibration process,

a compromise was reached in achieving high NS values in both years. Figure 4.6 and
Figure 1.7 show hydrograph comparisons between the calculated hydrograph using the

best parameter set and the obsewed hydrograph for 1994 and 1995, respectiveiy. With
the set of parameters obtained by considering both data sets in a calibration process, the

optimum NS value achieved was 85.4% for 1994 and 8 1.7% for 1995. Forthe 1994 ciata,
the calculated peak discharge is 16.280 m3/s and the observed peak discharge is 16.900

m7/s. The difference between the calculated and observed discharge average is 0.947
m%. The application of these parameters to the 1995 data produced the calculated peak
discharge of 12.669 m3/s and the observed peak discharge for 9.500 m3/s. The difference
between calculated and obsewed discharge average is 1.140 m3/s. The set of parameten
used for this calibration process is given in Table 4.5.

4.1.4 Assessrnent and Discussion

In generai, h e b e d d i b m i o n p a u m e r s e i f k r n m o f h h h i o n in tbe Sspochi
River Basin gave saîisfàctmy resulîs and resulted in hi& NS values for both years. The

NS values are not very different fmm others produced by previous SLURP applications
in Canadian river basins. The application of SLURP to the Kootenay River Basin, for
instance, resulted in approximately a 79% to 85% NS value when using either ground
tmth data or satellite data, respectively.

In examining Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, there is definite parameter interaction
between the calibrated parameters of each table. This is illustrated by the fact that
maximum capacity of the fast store was the same for 1994 (Table 4.3) and 1995 (Table
4.4) but was reduced for the optimized set that maximized the NS value for both years.
The recomrnended parameter set show in table 4.5 shows similar values for both the

impervious and forested areas. This is primarily because the forest area comprises such as

large percentaçe of the basin and therefore, the impervioiis component had little effect.

There was only a -on

in &e maximm capacity of the canopy store between

the impervious and peMous area. In Table 4.5, the maximum capacity of the slow stores
are roughly similar; however due to the lack of physical basis in this model, it is not

possible to state the physical meaning of these parameters. What is interesting to note is
that the retention constant of the slow store is high and listed as 1200 days long. This

implies that moisture held in this slow storage is reteased over a very long period of time.
As a northem boreal-forested area, the Sapochi River Basin receives long snow

fa11 periods. The mownelt proved to be a dominant factor affecting the amount of flow
recorded in the watershed outlet. Snowpack melts in the period between May and June,

but naturaily the depth of snowpack covering the basin is not uniform every year. The
s t r e d o w data

of 1994 and 1995 in Figure 4.8 impies îhaî &e deptb of snowpack

accumulated in year 1994 was much higher than the depth accinnulated in year 1995.
Based on the BOREAS website data, 1994 and 1995 had ~oughlysimilm initial snow
stores. Pnor to the start of the melt season, year 1994 had 105mm of recorded snowpack
depth while 1995 had an 81mm depth. Rationally, by using the same watershed

parameters and ignoring the small amount of total precipitation in the Sapochi River

Basin in the spring season (which was 8 1 -4mm for 1994 and 44.0mm for 1995), 1995
should generate about 77.1% of the 1994 runoff volume. in fact, data show that 1995
only produced about 23.2% of the 1994 runoff volume. This 1s basically caused by the

initial content of slow store in the initial simulation. Initial content of slow store, given as
a percentage of slow storage maximum capacity, describes how much \vater is contained
in slow storage berore the start of the simulation. Initial content of slow store plays an
important role in SLURP simulations by driving the discharge volume in the spring

season and the beginning of m

e r _

This sesear& accammtnds an inihai slow store of

90.0?6 of 1994 maximum slow store and 0.0096 of 1995 maximum slow store.

4.1.5 Distributed Approaches

Increasing the number of ASAs in the applications was conducted in order to
observe the effect of watershed division to the SLURP simulation results. Without

changing the land cover, dividing the watershed into more ASAs would not be expected
to provide any significant change to NS. This is understandable because the Sapochi

River Basin is very flat. The flatness of the area makes every ASA, for any number of

ASAs in the basin, to have sirnilar physiographic characteristics. However, the SLURP

s i m ~ o n s i i s i n g a d e î yofAsAs idhtsthar*topgaphy

ofthe warmheddoes

have a role in SLURP simulations in this area Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.1 1 show watershed
sub-division for two, three, and five ASAs in the Sapochi River Basin. Results displaying
hydrograph comparisons between calculated and observed hydrographs for two, t h e ,
and five ASAs are presented in Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.17. Simulations using two ASAs
result in NS values of 83.0% and 77.2% for 1994 and 1995, respectively. Simulations
using three and five ASAs produce NS value of 84.7% and 83.5% for 2994 and 84.7%

and 87.2% for 1995, respectively. ï h e increase in the NS value frorn one to five ASAs is
significant (roughly 7%) and may be attributed to a better representation of catchment
physiography. The relative lack of increase in NS value for 1994 but good increase for
1995 may indicate that importance of the catchment physiography in non-snowmelt

related mnoE

3.2.1 Data Preparation

Deriving watershed physiographic data is the first step to initiating runoff

simulations using WATFLOOD. In this research watershed physiographic denvation was
undertaken using Maputil. A l km resolution DEM and landcover map of the S a p h i
River Basin are the input data For the first simulation the basin is divided into 64 GRUs
where each of them has an area of Skm x Skm (see Figure 4.18). Results obtained frorn

the derivation is the <Sapochi.MAP> file that contains GRU characteristics as follows:
a) River elevation
b) Drainage direction

C) Element drainage area
d) River type
e) Contour density
f ) Channel nwnber
g) Percentage of landcover type

The watershed physiographic data are saved in the MAP file and then imported as
a SHD file for use in WATFLOOD. Once the physiographic data are prepared, the

watershed parametric data are collected. A set of standard values of parametric data are
provided w-itfi WATFLOOD. Al1 of the watershed parametnc data for the Sapochi River

Basin were copied fiom the Grand River Basin in Ontario data The &ta are considered

as initial data to

start

the simulations. In order to obtain the best simulation results, the

data will be optimized by WATFLOOD in the calibration p r a s s .

The third step in data preparation is compiling the time series climate data. Every

file of the data contains the name and location of the climate station and the time senes
data in a specific interval of measurement. Finally, al1 of the data are organized and

activated by what is knotvn as an event me. The event file lis&the fiies tbat are used in
the simulation An example of evcat file i s givicn m Fi-

4.19. Lines 1 t o 6 define a

series of run control options such as the initiai date of the simulation and the interval of
time series data. Lines 6 to 10 list the watershed physiographic data and parameter data
files. The remaining iines list the climate tirne series data files. Appendix 6,7,and 8 show

esamples of the WATFLOOD Map, SHD, and climate data files.

4.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

The pararneters used in WATFLOOD cali'bration can be divided into two
categories: ninoff parameten and snow parameten. Runoff parameters lead the processes

of rainfall transformation into runoff. These parameters are very dominant in affecthg

nmoffinbnirmmerandtbe£aü~aOntheother~snowparametersplay
important ~ o l ein moff calculaticms in thc winter and spring penod A sensibvity

analysis has been undertaken to idmtify the sensiîivity of each parameter in the
WATFLOOD model. The sensitivity analysis of the WATFLOOD parameters is

undertaken on 20 parameters. Data collected for May 1994 was used in this sensitivity
analysis.
Table 4.6 presents the result of the sensitivity analysis. The table indicates that the

runoff parameters such as interflow depletion (REC), upper zone specific retention
(RETN), lower zone drainage resistance factor (AK2), lower zone drainage resistance
factor (AKfsZ), lower zone drainage fknction parameter (LZF), and lower zone drainage
function parameter (PWR) are the most sensitive parameters. Every 556 change in these
parameters affect the discharge average by 1.01%, 0.73%, 0.53%, 2.49%, 1.43%, and
5 3 % , respectively. For snow parameters, melt k t o r (MF) is the most sensitive

parameter- Every 5% of change of diis paramcOer changes the discharge average by 039
Oh.

Other parameters from both groups are categorized as low sensitive parameters. Every

5% of change of these parameters only affects the discharge average by up to 0.10%. The

parameters affecting evapotranspiration, interception, and depression storage were
revealed to be parameters of low sensitivity for the model

4.2.3 Calibration and Verification

1994 and 1995 data were again used to investigate the performance of the

WATFLOOD model in the Sapochi River Basin. In the first simulation of the model,

optimization parameten were set to the standard parameters given by Kouwen (1998) as

a suiîable panrmeta set in m o u s WATFLOOD

in s e v d regions of

Canada. A 51ün x 5kxn grid was used for physiographid anaiysis as suggested in the
WATFLOOD manual. WATFLOOD simulation m this thesis is started by using 1994 as
the calibration year and 1995 as the verification year. Further tests use 1995 as the
cal ibration year and 1994 as the verification year. The results of those simulations will be
examined to determine the optimum set of parameters to prodice the best caiculated
runoff.

Figure 4.20 shows the results of the calibration on 1994 data. The calibration NS

is 81.1%. The calculated hydrograph modeled observed hydrograph well in the spnng
season but not in the faIl season. The calculated peak discharge is 14.600 m3h and the
observed peak discharge is 16.900 m3/s. The difference between the calculated and
obsenfed discharge average is 1.121 m3/s. Mode1 validation is carried out by
implementing the caiibrated parameters to the 1995 data Figure 4 2 1 shows the results

for 1995 data w v h uring 1994 opîim.kd paramczns. Howevcr, the nsult as poor
indicated by an NS value of -3 1.7%. There is poor agreement in spting season peak. The
calculated peak discharge is 11.200 m3/s and the obsewed peak discharge is 9.500 m3/s.
The difference between the calculated and observed average discharge is 1.446 m3/s.

Results of the calibration and validation indicate that this set of optimized parameters are
not recommended as standard parameters for simularing runoff in the Sapochi River

Basin using WATFLOOD. The set of parameters used for the 1994 calibration process is
given in Table 4.7.

The results of the calibration using 1995 data are shown in Figure 4.22. The

maximum NS value that can k >cMbed dïcaliboating on 1995 data is 70.8%. The
calculated pealr discharge is 7.850 m3!s and the observed peak discharge is 9.500 m3h.
The difference betwem the calculaîed and obsewed average discharge is 0.123 m3h.
Validation of the mode1 is accomplished by applying the calibrated parameten to the
1994 data and this is s h o w in Figure 4.23. This resulted in an NS value of 27.1%. The

calculated peak discharge is 5.900 m3/sand the observed peak discharge is 16.900 m3h.
the difference between the calculated and observed average discharge is 0.382 m3/s.This

indicates that the set of 1995 optimized parameten should probably not be considered as
standard parameten for simulating runoff in the Sapochi River Basin. The set of
parameters used for the 1995 calibration process is given in Table 4.6.
To cope with the poor verification eficiencies, an optimum parameter set is

sought that will provide good NS values on both 1994 and 1995. Figure 4.24 and Figure
4.25 show hydrograph cornparisons between the caiculated hydrographs using an

optimized set of parametas and tbe o

M dydrograpb for b t h 1994 and 1995,

respectively. The optimum NS value reached by the calibration was 58.6% for 1994 and

57.9% for 1995. When applied to 1994 data, the optimized parameter set resulted in the

calculated peak discharge of 8.100 m3/s and the observed peak discharge of 16.900 m3/s.
The difference between the calculated and observed average discharge is 1.446 rn3/s. The
optimized parameter set produced the calculated peak discharge of 6.100 m3/s and the
observed peak discharge is 9.500 m3/swhen applied to 1995 data. The difference

between the calculated and observed average discharge is 0.358 m3k.So far, the
WATFLOOD optimized parameter set has not produced very satisfactory results,

primarily in modeling runoff in the spring season. The set of WATFLOOD optimized

parameters is given in Table4.6.

In examining the paramettrs in Table 4.7, it is noted that the parameters lelating
to the depression storage, interflow depletion, saturated conductivity, upper zone

drainage resistance factor, lower zone drainage function exponent, and the melt factor,

changed significantiy between the 1994 and 1995 calibrated parameter sets. The
optimized parameter set sometimes indicated that a median vdue of certain parameters
that were different between 1994 and 1995 was most suitable. With regard to the

optimized parameter set that involved both 1994 and 1995 data, the upper zone specific
retention (RETN) which governs the division between slow and fast moving water (Le.
surface runoff and intedowibase flow) was one parameter that is very di fferent than the

values that were in the standard parameter set provided by Kouwen (1998). It is a full
order of magnitude higher and almost five times the "standard value. This high RETN
value indicates that Iess water is becoming discharge or fast runoff and more wam is

going into the slower zone rhatgovems iniicrflow and base flow.

4.2.4 -4ssessment and Discussion

For the most part, the calibration o f WATFLOOD parameters in order to find the

best runoff simulation on the Sapochi River Basin have not been satisfactory. The
fundamenul problem causing the low simulation efficiency is the variation o f discharge

in the spring season. The adjustment of snow parameters to find the most appropnate
calculation of nmoff volume in the spring season does not provide any improvement. The
adjustment of snow parameters also affects the calculation of runoff in the summer and

fa11 season. This condition will decrease the efficiency for the entire year. The variation
of iniîd subsmfharea store, cither u p p one or lowerzone, in .the start of simulation

can be a fàctor affecting nmoff in the spring season. Unforhmately, the variation of initial
subsurface area store can not be changed because WATnOOD does not include these
parameters in its set of optimization parameters. lmproving the efficiency of the
simulation either in 1994 or in 1995 can be reached by optimizing the depth of snow
cover data. In this case the snow cover data for each year is optimized in order to find the

appropriate parameter set that is best able to produce a good NS eficiency for both years.
Result obtained by undertaking this method show art increase in efticiency. The

maximum efficiency is acquired by changing the depth of snow cover corn 105 mm to
2 I O mm for 1994. The efficiency of the simulation improves to 74.3% for year 1994 and
70.8% for year 1995. Figure 4-26 and Figure 4.27 show cornparisons between the

calculated hydrographs using optimized snow cover and observed hydrographs for 1994
and 1995, respectively.

~edonthe~at>ove,conducbngoptimizatimonthedcpthofsnow~~veris
potentially able to increase the efficiency of WATFLOOD simulations in the Sapochi
River Basin. However, optimizing the depth of snow covers rneans ignoring the field data

existence and moreover, may reduce the deterministic quality of the model. The
optirnization of snow cover depth maybe appropriate when the optimized snow covers
data does not really represent the actual condition in the basin. When the optimized snow
cover depth deviates greatly fiom the obsewed snow cover depth, then modeler should

question the validity of the model.

4.2.5 Distributed Approaches

Grid s i z of rhe Group Raponse Unit (GRU)is an

fncur thpt

influences WATFLOOD simulations. Vaqing the grid sizr will cbange the values of
several parameters of watmhed physiography, such as the number of GRUs, river
elevation, drainage direction, and river characteristics. The optimum parameter set was
tested in several simulations using various grid sizes. Two new watershed sub-divisions

of 1 Okm x lOkm and 20krn x 20 km are shown in Figure 4.28 and 4.29, respeciively.
Figure 4.30 to Figure 4.35 show the changes in the hydrograph based on the variability of

grid size. The grid size 5km x 5km gave the highest value of NS when compared with
1O

h x lOkm size and 20km x 2Okrn size. For a grid size of 5km x 5hm, the efficiency of

the simulation is 58.6% for year 1994 and 57.9% for year 1995, respectively. A lOkm x

lOkm grid results in 23.2% and 52.3% esciencies; and a 20km x 20km grid produces
1 1 .O% and 32.2% for 2 994 and 1995, respectively. Based on the results above, it seems

that the srnalier the grid size îhe beîter the representaîion of spanal Wrogeneity by the

model. Howewr, making the gnd s i z as small as

is mot pxzdcal. T m many

GRUs will create ditficulties in data preparation and data management. So far, a 5km x

5km grid size is a good size for WATFLOOD watershed subdivision and recommended
for use in small basins such as the Sapochi River Basin. Finally, because of a large part of
the physiographical data analysis in WATFLOOD is determined manually in the MAP
file development using Maputil, the subjectivity of the modeler plays an important role in
developing the SHD file in WATFLOOD simulations.

4.3 Cornparison and Evaluation

43.1 Tbeoryand Mathematicai Devdopment

The SLURP and W A m D models belong to a relatively nxxmt generation of
hydrological models developed for determinhic watershed nmoff prediction. Using GIS
and remotely sensed data, the models are able to provide a relatively detailed and realistic
picture of watershed behavior as a consequence of the spatial variability that naturally

occurs in rneteorological input data, land cover, and watershed physiographic data. Both
models are considered conceptual models as indicated by the mathematical equations
used to represent the runoff processes. Many of the equations are standard mathematical

representations of hydrological processes that have existed in the literature for decades
including Philip's equation for infiltration, Hargreaves and Spittelhouse/Black equations
for evaporation, and the Muskingum rnethod for routing.

Rainfall and snowmelt are the most important hydrological input for the models.

The snownelt cate, actual temperature, and critical temperature are dominant parameters
driving the snowmelt proœss in &th

models. Vtrriml watm movcment ~ o l v c s

processes such as precipitation, snowmelt, interception, evaporation, and infiltration.
Runoff generation is a combination of vertical water movement and lateral runoff.Lateral

runoff such as surface ninoff and interflow, play an important role in quick runoff
generation, while groundwvater flow or base flow together with vertical water movement
drive long-term runoff generation. Routing is accomplished using storage routing
techniques such as the Muskingum routing method, which is used in both S L W and
WA-rFLOOD.

The primary difference between the SLURP and WATFLOOD models is in the
way they mncepainlizc the p h y d m

a

s a medium for nmoff gemmtion In the

SLURP model, every ASA in the waîersheâ consists of a vertical series of tanks that can

receive, store, and release water due to pecipitation. Rocesses that occur in the ASA are
related to the amount of water being stored in the tanks. If the maximum capacity of a
tank has not yet been reached, the water flowing to the tank will be n o r d in the tank
until the maximum capacity is exceedd Vertical and lateral flow will occur when the

amount of water stored in the tank exceeds the maximum capacity of the tank. Excess
water wïll flow to a lower tank and foilow the sarne process as in the previous tank.
Discharge to the outlet of the watershed is a combination of discharges produced by
every ASA in the watershed. This concept makes the ninoff generation processes in the

SLURP mode1 easy to understand. By determining the initial storage of each tank prior to
a simulation, very good results can be obtained. The weakness in this concept is its
inability to describe the runoff generaîion processes in physically based way.
C~nsequentfy~
aot every pniçess in î k d m d à c e region of rtie watershed can be

explained using mathematical equations involving subsurface parameters such as soil
moisture content, soi1 porosity, and soil penneability. Mode1 deviations €rom observed
results as a consequence of the variability in the subsurface area could not be corrected in
this concept. Based on these circumstances, SLURP cannot be considered a very
physically based model because it uses black box concepts in key calculations. ïhis

makes it difficult to translate the watershed to nearby watersheds.

Unlïke the SLURP model, the WATFLOOD model is more physically based in its
approach to conceptualizing the watershed. WATFLOOD considers each GRU in the

watershed as a vertical series of soil zones. The zones do not necessanly h c t i o n as

stores of water- Zones instead describe tbe soi1 andiîion and dettrmine which
mathematical quations

aie

appmpriabc for that condition Watcrshed discbarge i s

combined from eveq GRU which m u l t fran the physical procases occurring ix cach
zone. Initial storage of a watershed is described from the initial moisture contents of the
soit zones. A large number of parameters are required in computing runoff in
WATFLOOD, thus making the calibration process in WATFLOOD much more

complicated than that of SLURP.

4.3.2 Model Performance

The SLLTRP and WATFLOOD model were applied to the Sapochi River Basin to
investigate the performance of each model in rnodeling runoff. Results indicate that in
general both models, with optimization, will successfûlly simulate runoff in the Sapochi
River Basin. SLURP reaches an efficiency of about 80% and WATFLOOD produces an

efficiency of about 70% for 1994 and 1995- S~~~wmeiî
ciri- the fluctuahoas of =of£
Also for SLURP, the initial content of the slow store is an important factor in simulating

runoff. WATFLOOD unfortunately does not aliow changes to the initial contents of the

upper soil zone which is assumed as zero, and which can affect the simulation of ninofi
for such a short series. This fact affects the simulation efficiency of the WATFLOOD
model. Sensitive parameters, either in SLURP or in WATFLOOD, play an important role
i n driving the volume of mnoff in the simulation. The coefficients of fast and slow store
for SLlJRP and the specific retention of the soil in the upper zone and lower zone

&ainage function for WATFLOOD, for instance, are highly d u e n c i n g parameters, but
mostly in îhe sm~crand
in tbc kginniagofîhe fall season.

Both SLURP and WATFLOOD are simple to operatc. Input data on a daily basis
for the SLURP mode1 c m be oqganized usïng a te* editor or MS Excel spreadsheet
Cornputation speeds are very quick in SLURP. It requires only seconds to produce
h yd rogaphs and water balance descriptions. Unfortunately, SLURP does not provide a

good Graphical User Interface (GUI)- A better GUI is obtained when S:urpView assists

SLURP in ninoff simulations. On the other hand, with a better GUI than that of SLURP
alone, WATFLOOD uses a Windows operating system and input data organization can
be undenaken using a text editor, MS Excel spreadsheet, or directly within the GUI.

Input data for WATFLOOD is organùed on an hourly basis. Due to the conversion of
hourly computations to daily values WATFLOOD requires greater computational tirnes

than SLLJRP. A seven-month period of simulation required approximately 23 seconds to

produce a hydrograph. However, WATFLOOD provides a very detailed p r e ~ e n ~ oofn
itie whok nmoff poass on a daily bsis wihile SLURP only pn,vides a w

o

n of

daily discharge on a daily basis.

4.3.3 Distributed Modeling

The concept of watershed subdivision is the pnmary issue in distributed
modelinç. Watershed subdivision determines how far the mode1 goes to representing the

natural conditions in a wvatenhed. Scale plays an important role in SLURP and
WATFLOOD simulations. The smaller the scde the better the presentation of watershed
physiography. Unfortunately, the Sapochi River Basin is a flat area and has almost

uniform land cover. The effect of the watershed subdivision might only be slightiy

no~eableh m rbe _umiiiatimi reailt fltowever,îhe research indktes fhat conductiilg
simulations usix~gsmaller d e s rends to mult in better sirnulanans. Bib making the
scale as small as possible is not the ben path to take. Too many ASAs in the SLURP
model or too many GRUs in the WATFLOOD model witl cause difficulties in &ta

preparation and data management. For the SLURP model, watershed subdivision is
recommended by considering the uniformity of the aerial tcpgraphy. It is süggested that
each ASA area have uniform topography.

For the WATFLOOD model, the

physiographical data is determined from the sire of each GRU. Grid sizes of 5krn x 5krn
are the most recomrnended size for watershed subdivision in the WATFLOOD model for
a small watershed like the Sapochi River Basin.
This research also indicates that the ASA concept fiom the SLURP model is more
representative than the GRU concept in depicting the natural condition of a watershed.
The ASA is based on sbeam neiworks derived fiom topogaphic characteristics in the

waiefshed,

providing a moat Iisirnnil npriEseraatim of nmoff movement in &e

watershed than the GRU concept used in WATFLOOD. A change in ASA size that does
not cause a change in topogaphic characteristics of the ASA, will not affect the
simulated runoff response of the ASA.WATFLOOD does not devise the GRU as a
system that relies on the movement of water in the watershed. GRU is only a calculation
unit. The format of GRU ignores the topographical characteristic of the area. The

direction of water movement in a GRU system is determined manually by the

WATFLOOD modeler using the MAPUTIL facility. A change in GRITs sire affects the

GRU characteristics such as river class, dope, and drainage direction. The best way to

maximize the advantages of using the GRU concept is to make the size of the GRU as
small as possible. By this mctboQ the GRU will provide a more matural r

m

o

n of

nmoff movement in t
k watershad This mtthod allows WATnOOD to be applied in a
fully distriïuted mamier, thus pmduting good results, but requiring greater cornputer
power.

Table 4.1 Result of Sensltivlty Analysls for SLJRPPanmeten
-

I'ariimçtcr wilh ROC value

Initial content of snow siorc (3 l0nim)
Initial content of slow store (5%)
Maximum infiltration rate (40nimld)
Manning roughncss (0.02)
Retention cbnstant for fast store ( 1 2 day)
Maximum capacity o f fast store (200mm)
Retention constant for slow store (4000 day)
Maximum cap~cityof slow storc (350mm)
Precipitatioh factor ( 1)
Rainfsnow division temperature (0°C)
Max.capacity of c~nopystorc ( IOmm)
tnterceptiod coeficients (1)

Change of inca11 computed flow based on the change of
ameter va

BOC
2.688
2.688
2.688
2.688
2.688
2.688
2,688
2.688

2,688
2.688

2.688
2.688

Average

Sensitivity

change (%)
HlGH
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

LOW
COW

HlGH
HlGH
LOW
HlGH
HlGH

rable 4.4 SLURP 1995 Calibrated Parameters
-

No.

Parameter

~

I

1 Initial content of snow store (mm)

2 Initial content of slow store (%)
3 Maximum infiltration rate (mm/d)
4 Manning roughness
5 Retention constant for Fast store (days)
6 Maximum capacity of fast store (mm)
7 Retention constant for slow store (days)
8 Maximum capacity of slo* aton (mm)
9 Precipitntion factor
10 Raidsnow division temperature (OC)
1 I Max. capacity of canopy store (mm)
12 Interception coefficients (A 4)

-

SLURP 1995 Calibrated Parameters
Applied for 1994 data 1 Applied for 1995 data
1
Forest
Forest
103.0
10.0
60.0
0.02
16.0
200.0
1200.0
140.0
1 .O

0.0
t 0.0
1.O

rable 4.7 WATFLOOD Calibnted and Optimized Parameters
1994 Calibraied
Para !ter s

WATFLOOD Paranietet

Da
Dr
REC

&
RETN
AK2

LZF

Pm
n

I mpcrv.

Depressioii storage (mm)
Depression storage capacity (mm)
lnterflow depletion coefficient
Saturated conductivity ( n i d s )
Upper zone spesific retention
Upper zone drainage rcsistance factor
Lower zone drainaye function parameter
Lower zone drainage tiinction exponent
Rivcr channel roughncss
Melt factor (himldeglhr)

2,000
t0,ooO

2.400

MF
TBASE Critical temperature (O C)
The inctcase of IET for al1 ve~etation
fd
FTALL The rcduction in PET for al1 vegetation
FCAP The field capacity (%)

Tcmp l

70,000
0.035
o.004
0.000 1
0.800
0.486
0.057

70.000
0.035
0.004
0.0001
0,800
0.486

0.000
2,000

0.000

Degrec day function parameter (" Clday)
Temp3 Upper limit in degrec-day iunction (" Ctday)
TT0 Initial total number of degree-days at th start of

Temp2

simlila~
ion ("Clday)

0.057

0.000
2.000

1.000

1.000

1s.ooo

15.000
10,000

30,000
40.000

40.000

40.000

40.000

30,000
40.000

50.Q00

50.000

50.000

so.000

50.000

500.000

50o.oQO
0.000

500.000
o.O00

500.000
0.000

500.000
0.000

i
.
i

(82)

0.000
2.000

l0,ooo
30,000

0,000

-

0.486
0.350

2.000
1 .w
15.000
10.000
30.000

15.000
10,000

Lower tirnit in degree-day function ('c/day)

0.035
0.0002
o. 100

Optimizcâ
Parai fiers
Impnv.
Forest
2.000
2,000
lo.Oo0
10.000
1.120
1,120
90.000
70.000
O. \ 50
O. 150
0.035
0,035
0.0001
0.0001
0.80
0.800
0.486
0.486
0.057
0.057

0.000
2.000
1.000
15.000
10.000
30.000

1.000

FFCAP The permanent wiliing point (%)
S P O ~ E The soi1 porosity ('Yo)

Forest
2.000
10.000
2.400

Parameters
Imperv,
Forest
20.000
200.000
O. 160
5.000
62.O00

Figun 4.1 Example of SLURP commad file (modifird from Kite, 1997)
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Figun 4.2 Hydrograph Comparison for t)H hpochi Rlver Basin Uslng SLURP 1994 Calibrrted Parameters on lOQ4 0iU
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Figure 4.3 Hydrograph Cornparison for th0 Sapochi River Barin Ubing SLURP 1994 Calibmted Panmeters on 1095 Datm

Tirne (day)

Figure 4.4 Hydrograph Comparbon for th) hpochi River Badn Uslng SLURP l 9 û S Calibrated Parameten on 1896 Data
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FigLite 4.14 Hydrograph Cornparison d the Sapochl Rlver Banin Uslng Three ASA8 lot Year 1@B4
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Figure 4.19 Exarnple of Evmt File for WATPLOOD
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Figure 4.23 Hydropraph Compariron of h b Sapochi River Barin Uring WATFLOOO 1995 Callbrated Panmeten
on 1994 Data

Time (day)

Figure 4.28 tîydrognph Compadron of the Sapochi Rlver Bwin Using WATFLOOD Snow Cover Optlmlutlon
on 1984 Data

Tirne (day)

Figure 4.M Hydrograph Cornparison of thb Sapochl River Basln Using Skm x (km Grld Slze of GRU for Year 1W

CHAPTER 5:

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

FUTURE STUDY

5.1 Conclusions

This research applied and evaluated two hydrological models, SLURP and
WATFLOOD, to the Sapochi River Basin Both models were calibrated and venfied in
1994 and 1995. The applications and evaluations resulted in the following conclusions:
1. The application of each model in the Sapochi River Basin produced different results

wvith the SLLTRP model achieving a Nash and Sutcliffe efficiency of 80% over the
two year period of 2994 and 1995 while WATFLOOD produces about 70% for year

1994 and 1995.

2. The snowmelt drives the fluctuations of runoff in the spring in simulations using
SLURP or WATFLOOD. Initial snow store and initial slow store are the most

dominmi paiameters fm S L W m simuIating the volume of =off

in the spring

season and the begiming of summer. Coefficients of fast store and slow store for

S L W and the specific retention of the soil in the upper zone and lower zone
drainage function for WATFLOOD are highly influential in the summer and in the

beginning of fa11 season runoff. Other parameters had minor contributing effects to
the fluctuations of runoff.

3. The research indicates that a single parameter set, either from SLURP or

WATFLOOD, may be applied to produce g w d results for the Sapochi River Basin.

However this must be verified with additional data and simulations, and it is believed
that the SLURP and WATFLOOD modelsare site speciffic.
4. This research indicates that the ASA concept h m the SLURP mode1 is more

~epresentativethan the GKU concept in depicting the natural condition of a
watershed. The ASA is based on stream networks derived from topographie
characteristics in the watershed, thus providing a more natural representation of

runoff movement in the watershed than the GRU concept used in the WATFLOOD
5 . Due to the flamess of the Sapochi River Basin, applications of various ASA numben

applied for runoff simulation using SLURP did not affect the NS values significantly

(less than 10%). However, this research indicates that with more ASA nurnbers the
NS tends to be slightl y higher. The more ASA numbers the better the presentation of

watershed characteristics.
6. A change in GRUyssize affects the GRU characteristics such as river class, slope, and

drainage direction. A 5km x 5km GRUyssize is a good size and recommended to be
used in simulating mnoff in the Sapochi River Basin.
7. SLURP model provides a beîter simulaiion The modeler can change the value of

initial slow store to drive the runoff volume in the spnng and in the begiming of

summer. This can not be undertaken in the WATFLOOD model. The only way to
modiS, the runoff volume in the spring and in the beginning of the summer using
WATFLOOD is by chançing the depth of snow cover. However, this \cil1 reduce the
physical quality of the model.

Finally, it is difficult to say that one modd is better than another in this research
Each inodel has its advantaçes and wealmesses. The judgment about the quality of the

model maybe more detennined by the person who uses the model and where the model is

applied Experience is an imporiant fhctor in modtling nmoff. Shon sirnuldon periods
aiso make judghg the quality of a continuous mode1 difficult

5.2 Recommendations for Future Study

The following recomrnendations are made based on this research:
The effkiency of tirne and energy of the SLURP model simulation cm be improved
by using GIS support. SlurpView has proven to be able to support SLURP in

developing a command file and is recornmended for further development in
supponing SLURP for future studies.

Runoff simulation using SLURP can be improved by providing a very detailed
presentation of the whole ntnoff process on a daily basis. Efforts to improve the
runofi process presentation should be taken in10 account in the hmire SLURP model.

The quality of watershed physiographic data derivation in WATFLOOD can be
improved by using GIS support The use of DEM and iandcover data rnaybe wful to
help the modeler to derive watershed physiographic data and to provide a better
representation of the watershed.
The efticiency of simulations in the WATFLOOD model can be improved by

managing the upper soil zone and lower soil zone parameten. The future

WATFLOOD model should consider improving a facility to enable the modeler to
change and control these parameters better.
The manuals of both SLURP and WATFLOOD must be improved in order to

simplifi the modeling process to the beginner in simulating rurioff. The summary of

p z
LOL

Appendix 5: The Example of SLURP Climat8 Data File

Appendix 6: The Example of WATFLOOD Map File
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Appendix 7 : The Example of WATFLOOO SHD File
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Appendix 8: The Example of WATFLOOD Climate Data File
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